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$41M in lottery

'Shop With a
Cop' benefits
local children

proceeds went
to western Ky.
students in '09
Special to the Ledger
Students in Western Kentucky
last ye,ar received more than $41
million in college scholarships
and grants paid for by Kentucky
Lottery proceeds. This is
according to new I y -released
figures from the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance
Authority (KHEAA). These
funds were used to award nearly 28,000 scholarships and
grants to Western Kentucky students.
Statewide, more than $183.6
million in Kentucky Lottery
proceeds paid for more than
120,000 scholarships and grants
awarde,d dunng the 2009 fiscal
year. Calloway County had 570
KEES recipients receive a total
of $839,703, 444 CAP recipients receive a total of $672,128
and 39 KTG lecipients receive a
total of $98,373.
"The Kentucky Lottery plays
a vital role in providing funding
for direct benefits to students
through Kentucky's need-based
grants and KEES scholarships,"
said Edward J. Cunningham,
Executive Director/CEO of the
Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authonty and The
Student Loan People. ''In fact,

II See Page 2A
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Delhi Forecast
Eaf Th• Associated Prins
Today. Sunny. Highs in the
lower 30s West winds 10 to 15
mph
Tonight...Mostly clear. Lows
around 20 Southwest winds 5
mph
Friday. .Partly sunny. Highs
around 40. South winds 5 to 10
mph.
Friday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the mid 20s. South
winds around 5 mph.
Saturday...Mostty cloudy. A 30
percent chance of rain in the
afternoon. Highs in the mid 40s.
Southeast winds 5 to 10 mph
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KYSER LOuGH/Leciger & Times
A BLUSTERY DAY: Anita Cashion of Murray rearranges some of her yard decorations after they were knocked down by strong
winds in Murray yesterday. Cashion said she put down some decorations in the moming to avoid wind damage. Anita and her
husband, Harold, have been decorating their Sycamore Street front yard for around five years, Anita said, and had not been
threatened by strong wind like this before.

Special to the Ledger
Thanks to the "Shop With a
Cop" program. several local
children will get to have a better
Chnstrnas than they might hasie•
had otherwise.
For the piist 15 years, officers with the Murray Police
Departrnent have participated
with the Fraternal Order of
Police Lodge 423 in die "Shop
With
a
Cop" program.
Originally, the FOP Lodge 23
took approximately 10 kids
shopping for Christmas gifts,
this year they arc working with
approximately 40 Uds in.
Calloway County alone. The
deparunent received the majority of children from the resource
centers at both Murray and
Calloway school districts.
•
FOP Lodge 23 took also
contributes money for the
Marshall County "Shop With a
Cop" program. Recently, children met with officers at
Walmart, where they pointed
out items they would like to
receive for Christmas. After thb
children returned to their parents, officers then went on a
shopping spree to fill their wish
lists. The Murray High School
Key Club will be wrapping the

See Page 2A

Equine losses put poultry industry ahead
By TWA BEFtRY
However in a state where
Staff Writer
horses are a mainstay of ecoCalloway County poultry pro- nomic and even cultural viabiliducer Jim Stahler said recent ty, losses in the equine sector
news that chicken-sales profits during the current recession is
in Kentucky will likely overtake regrettable. However poultry
the horse industry for the first industry has enjoyed years of
time this year is disheartening steady growth, according to the
on the one hand, but welcomed AP report.
among fanners across western
University of Kentucky agriKentucky on the other.
cultural economist Lee Meyer
Kentucky's slumping horse predicted that receipts from the
industry appears on pace to be poultry sector - which is cenovertaken by poultry farming as tered in western Kentucky - this
the king of the state's agncultur- year would outpace those from
al sector, according to an the horse industry by about
Associated Press report earlier $180 million; generating about
this week.
$930 million in receipts this
Stahler,
who
is
also year. The equine sector is proCalloway's last remaining dairy jected to generate about $750
producer, said he welcomes the million: down from a 2007 fignews, but hopes for good for- ure that exceeded S1.1 billion.
tune for all Kentucky fanners.
That projection wa.s seen by•
The news concerning poultry former Gov. Brereton Jones,
success is encouraging. Stahler owner of a Kentucky horse
raise tens of thousands of chick- farm. as further proof that the
ens on his forrn on Ky. 121 state's horse industry is in
South.
decline and needs a boost.
"It's good news as far as farm
'You can go anyplace around
income over tobacco or thor- the world and tell people you're
oughbred horses or anything from Kentucky, and the first
else." Stahler said.
thing they want to talk about is
Stahler said his sales contract the Kentucky Derby and the
with Mayfield-based Pilgrim's thoroughbred industry," he said.
Pride remains firm despite a "We risk losing that if everybankriptcy and other difficul- body refuses to pay attention."
ties faced by the company
Jones suppons expanding
including a possible sale of the garnbling at Kentucky's horse
business in the near future to racing tracks. A measure to
JBS South Amenca, a Brazilian allow video slot machines at
beef company.
tracks passed the Kentucky
According to recent reports, House but died in a Senate comPittsburg, Texas-based Pilgrim's mittee dunng this year's special
Pride Corp. in September sub- session. Thoroughbred sales and
mitted a bankruptcy reorganiza- breeding stud fees are the two
tion plan to a judge, the first main income sources for the
step in seeking approval for a industry, but have taken a big hit
sale of the company to JBS. The from the global recession, UK
completion of the $2.8 billion economists said during a news
deal. along with another one conference la.st week.
announced earlier this week,
Poultry production has reportwould make JBS the world's edly been growing for several
biggest meat maker, according
to the reixirt.
See Page 2A

Tom BERRY,"Leoger & Times
County poultry producer Jim Stahler just filled his tour bams with 121,600 chickens this week
as part of his Calloway County operation. For the first time. poultry intustry profits are expected to out-pace Kentucky thoroughbred horses as No. 1 in the state's agnculture economy
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Obama: Afghanistan troop U.S. Senate
drawdown won't be steep candidate
plans to visit
Murray today

KYSER LOuGhttLedger & Times
HEADING HOME: Cara Otte, right, a freshman biology' major from Tunnel Hill, Ill., sorts
clothes with her mother, Caro!, as they pack up the car to take Cara home for Murray State
University's Christmas holiday. Cara said she plans on traveling to St. Louis. Chicago and
Florida during her first Christmas as a MSU student

OSLO (APi — President Haack Obama said Thursday that the
withdrawal of U.S. troops from Afghanistan, set to start in 19
months. will be gradual, and U.S. aid to that nation will last for
years.
"We're not going to see some sharp cliff, some precipitous drawdown," ()barna told reporters in Oslo. where he traveled to accept
the Nobel Peace Pnze
The president said he is sticking to his plan to start the drawdown
in July 2011, but he signaled that the United States will help
Afghanistan train its security forces and develop its economy for
some time.
"Several years after U.S. combat troops have been drastically
reduced in the region," he said, "the Afghanistan government is still
going to need support for those security forces. We are still going to
have an interest in partnering with Afghans and Pakistanis and others in dealing with the remnants of terrorist activities there."
Some cntics have questioned Obama's timetable because the
United States is about to send 30,000 more troops to Afghanistan.
Many liberals in Congress and elsewhere oppose the buildup in the
first place.
Obama said there should be no confusion about his intentions.
"Starting in July 2011 we will begin that transition, that transfer of
responsibility," he said.
"The pace at which that takes place, the slope of a drawdown, how
it occurs tactically', those are all going to be conditions-based," he
said, just as there has been "a constant monitoring of the situation"
in Iraq.
Obama seemed to place more emphasis on the eventual transfer of
responsibilities to Afghans than on solid timetables for bnnging
U.S. troops home.
"July 2011 will signal a shift in our mission," he sa.id.
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Photo provided
Officers from the Murray Police Department are pictured here after purchasing gifts through
the "Shop With a Cop" program_ From left to right are: Officer Lisa Bentzen, Officer Tim
Fortner, Officer Todd Dere, Officer Jay Herndon, Detective Angel Clere and Officer Mike
Robinson
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packages.
Members of FOP Lodge 23
will meet with more children on
Dec. 10. The children selected
are faciiii the Munay and
Calloway County area and must
be under 18 years old. The
money used to purchase the
gifts come from funds raised
within the community.
FOP Lodge 23 would like to
thank Village Day Care for taking the initiative to raise toys
and money. for the program as
well as all in the community'
who donated money through the

lodge's annual fundraiser. The
membership of Lodge 23 consists of officers with the Murray
Police Department. Kentucky
State Police. Murray State
University Public Safety, the
Calloway. Couney Coroner's
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Office, Calloway County Jail
and Sheriff's departments, the
Benton Police Department, the
Marshall County Sheriff's
Department, Probation and
Parole.

Lottery proceeds ...
From Front
95 percent of the $194 million
awarded to help students pay for
college or technical training in
academic year 2008-2009 was
made possible by lottery proceeds."
Since the Lottery-funded
scholarship and grant proerams
first started in 1998, more than
1,062,000 awards worth $1.36
billion have been distributed to
Kentucky students.
"There's no better investment
in Kentucky than helping our
young people increase their
level of education," said KLC
President and CEO Arch
Gleason. "I'm really proud
Lottery proceeds we turn over to
the Commonwealth go to helping Kentucky's best and brightest pursue their college or technical school degree."

Lottery' proceeds are used to
fund the Kentucky Educational
Excellence Scholarship (KEES)
program, College
Access
Program (CAP) grants and
Kentucky
Tuition
Grants
(KTG6 KEES is a merit-based
program,
allowing
any'
Kentucky' high school student
who attends a certifred high
school and achieves a 2.5 or
higher GPA to earn scholarships
to help pay' for higher education
at any eligible Kentucky college
or technical college. CAP
is a need-based grant program
to provide access to Kentucky's
financially neediest students.
KTG is a need-based grant program for students attending
Kentucky's independent institutions.

ill Poultry ...
From Front
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A LOYAL DO6 MAKES THE
BEST STOCKING STURFERI
Dec. 10
15 shopping
days 'til Christmas

Do you need more dough at Christmas time?
Whether it's holiday baking or gift buying,
a shortage of dough can be a real problem.
A Christmas Club Account at The Murray
Bank can help. Just set aside the amount
that fits your budget, make an automatic
deposit each month, and watch your dough
rise in an interest bearing account. When
the holidays come around, your cash is
ready! The Murray Bank Christmas Club;
simple and easy. Come by and open yours
today.
The'
41,i>
Murray Bank

How Banking Should Be
405 South 12th Street & 703 North 12th Street
www thernurray bank.corn
270-753-5626
Member I-DIC
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From Front

By TOM BOtRY
Stan Wnter
U.S. Senate c arid'date Dr.
Rand Paul is scheduled to visit
Murray today as part of his
campaign to win the seat now
held by U.S. Senator Jim
Bunning.
A campaign spokesman said
Wednesday that Paul, a
Republican, will speak concerning his political views at noon
today, Thursday. at Sirloin
Stockade on South 12th Street.
Paul is the son of Texas U.S.
Senator Ron Paul. Rand Paul is
one of several candidates seeking Bunning's seat. Bunning is
not running for re-election.

Slum

years in Kentucky. In 2001
poultry receipts totaled abou
S260 million but had doubled b!
2003 and mushroomed to $91r
million in 2008. Meyer project
ed poultry receipts of $976 mil
lion in 2010, according to tht
report.
"I can't imagine a scenarii
where horses would come bacl
to predominance for threi
years," he said. "The poultr)
sector has benefited from stron)
consumer demand, solid export'
and the popularity of chickei
products at fast-food restau
rants."
However Kenny Burdine, als(
a UK agriculture economist
said the horse industry "tends 6
be much more cyclical with thi
econorny" than the poultr!
industry and that offers hope ft)
an eventual resurgence fo
equine interests.

Doctors' Discovery
Helps Diabetics
PHILADELPHIA — A learn cfdoctors has found that a new formulation o1
exotic sounding ingredienu gives new
hope to diabetic patiems.
Cinnistroln' promotes healeiv Mood
sugar levels by effectively. inetstxdizing glucose ink)energy fn a research
TOWN all pahairs taking just one capful of the liduid (1 oz.) daily, dramatically lowered their sugar levels compared to a placebo group Another study
found that an ingredient in Cinnstrol
madc insulin 20 times mare capable nf
converting blood sugar tn map
While inditodual results vary, one patient in the study towered ha hiwid wigar
from 220-243 to the 100-130 range in
only. days, despite being instructed
not to change hos dietary habits or
physical actor itN Sonic patients. under their docicis care, have been able
to who* or eliminate their need for
diabetic drugs. Scientists say that
Colostral helps diabetic chugs to work
more erncient1).
is avanathe without a prescription at pbarnactes and nutrition
Sinfet or call 1-800-339-3301
Now availabte at.
WALTER'S PHARMACY
604 S. I
St. • TA3-76841
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Obituaries
Joe M. Parker

Paid Obituaries

Thr tuneral for Jut: atl. Parker will be Saturday ai 11 al.III. ill die
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Gabe Vasquez, Andy Johnson,
Tony VVilkinS011
Ralph Ragsdale, Gerald Coles, William Thomas
Memorial services tor Tony Wilkinson will be Fnday at I I a.m.
Parker and Billy Joe Wall. Bunal will follow in the
at Highland Cumberland Presbyterian Church, 3950 Lovelaceville
Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be at the
Rd.. Paducah (Lone Oak) Pastor Brent Ballow will
funeral home frorn 5 to 8 p.m. Fnday. Expressions
officiate. His body will be donated to the U of L
of sympathy may he made to Glendale Road
Medicai Research Center, Louisv
Church of Christ. 1101 Glendale Rd.. Murray. KY
Mr. Wilkinson. 46, Mayfield. formerly of
42071.
Murray. died Monday, Dec. 7. 2009. at 4:45 p.m. at
Mr. Parker, 88, London Dnve. Murray, died
his home. His death followed an extended illness.
Wednesday, Dec. 9, 2009, at 5:20 a.m. at MurrayHe was employed by High Quality. Collision
Calloway County Hospital. He was co-owner/operCenter. Mayfield.
Parker
ator of Parker's Supermarket with his wife,
Born Aug. 5. 1963, he was the son of the Hall
Dorothy. from 1947 until their retirement in 1990;
Wilkinson and the late Jacqueline Allbritten
'Ix was co-owner of WSJP a.m. and WBLN f.m. radio
Wilkinson, who died in February' 1973.
Wilkinson
stations from 1978 to 1997; an Arrny veteran of
Survivors include his wife, Jeri Wilkinson; two
World War II; and a graduate of Hazel High School sons, Shawn
Wilkinson and wife. Jessica. Hickory; one son, Aiden
and a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. Wilkinson,
Mayfield; one daughter. Anna Wilkinson, Mayfield; his
Preceding him in death were his wife, Dorothy Nell father,
Hall Wilkinson, Murray; one sister, Holly Wilkinson
McDaniel Parker, who died May 14, 2009, and his parents. J.0. Cunningham
and husband, Steve. and one niece, Lilly Cunningham,
Parker and Mary Thurman Parker He was bom Oct. 19, 1921, in
all of Lexington; several cousins, aunts and uncles.
Calloway County. Survivors include one daughter, Cindy Lowe and
Bym Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements. In
husband. Rodney, Murray; one son, Sammy J. Parker and wife.
lieu of flowers donations may be made to Scholarship Fund for
Janie, Nashville, Tenn.; five grandchildren, Wendy Parker Vasquez
Aiden Wilkinson in c/o Regions Bank.
and husband. Gabe, Melody Parker Johnson and husband. Andy, arid
,. Laune Parker, all of Nashville., and Jordan L,owe and Heather
Lowe. both of Murray; four great-grandchildren, Avery, Ashley Frederick M. VandeGrift
Frederick NI. VandeCintt died Tuesday. Dec. 8. 2009 in Port
. Grace and Aidan Vasquez, and Elsie Johnson.
Charlotte. Fla. He was bom on July 14. 1922 in Akron. Ohio. He
1
briefly attended Ohio State University and played
• Derik Carson Manis
center for the Buckeye football team. He enlisted in
.The funeral for Denk Carson Manis will be Friday at 2 p.m. in
the Navy in 1942 and met his wife Marjorie during
ft the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Bro. Brett Miles will offihis war time enlistment. He was a Chief Petty Officer
f ciate. Pallbearers will be Brett Nance, Rob Gingles, Shane Harper,
'and served his country' honorably.
$
Ben Keller, Chase Wallace, Jeremy Miller, Drew
He and Marjorie were married on July 31, 1943 and lived in
Myatt and Colby Donelson. Burial will follow at a
Jersey City until 1954 when they moved to Saddle Brook. New
private family cemetery' at the Manis homeplace.
Jersey where all five of their children attended Saddle Brook public
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8
schools.
p.m. today (Thursday). Expressions of sympathy
Mr. VandeGrift worked as an operating engineer at the Union
may be made to Murray Bank. 405 S. 12th St.,
Terminal Cold Storage Plant in Jersey City, N.J. for 35 years. He
iviunay. KY 4207i. Online condolences may be
was an active member of the Union of Operating Engineers #68. He
made at www.imesmiller.com.
retired in 1981.
Mr. Manis, 26, Murray, died Wednesday, Dec. 9,
He was an active member of the First Baptist Church in
2009. at Nlurray-Calloway County Hospital. He
Hackensack. N.J., where he was a Sunday School teacher and drove
was an equipment operator for Swift
the church bus. Later, he was a member of Hawthorne Gospel
Mania
Environmental and previously employed at Briggs
Church in Hawthome, N.J. In 1984, he moved with Marjorie to
and Stratton. He was of Baptist faith and was a
Murray, Ky., where he was an active member of First Baptist
2002 graduate of Calloway County High School. His patemal
Church in Murray where he was a Sunday' School teacher for the
grandparents, Tom and Myrtle Manis, preceded him in
Men's Bible class and a member of the "Pairs and Spares" group.
death.Survivors include one daughter, Presley Madden Manis; his
In 2005 they moved to Port Charlotte, Fla. He spent the last few
parents, Tommy and Regina Lockhart Manis; four sisters, Paula
months as a resident of the Douglas T. Jacobson State Veteran's
Dowdly and husband, Michael, Angie Outland and husband, Blaine,
Home in Port Charlotte.
Candi Outland and husband, David, and Kaci Mathis; grandparents,
Fred is survived by Marjorie, his beloved wife of 66 years. He is
Sonny and Betty Lockhart, all of Murray, 10 nieces and nephews
also survived by- his five children, Marjone Wheater of Port
along with several aunts. uncles and cousins.
Charlotte, Fredric of Oakland, N.J., Vaughn of Edwardsville,
Sandra Turek of Bend, Ore., and Nanci VandeGrift of Prescott. Ariz.
Mrs. Judftb L Thompson
He is also survived by five grandchildren and four great-grandchilMrs. Judith E. Thompson, 67, Murray, formerly of Graves dren. He is also survived
by his brother Jirn of Akron, Ohio.
County, died Tuesday, Dec. 8, 2009. at 8 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Fred was a vibrant, strong, devout. family man and will be
County Hospital. A homemaker, she was a member of Murray missed greatly by his
family.
Church of the Nazarene. Her parents, Henry Nolan and Gcnev'a Ella
Services will be held at the Vander Plant Memorial Home in
Taylor Hargan, preceded her in death. Survivors include two daugh- Paramus, NJ. Viewing
will be on December 13 from 7 to 9 p.m. and
ters, Cheryl Renee Camp. Murray, and Fluffy Wade. Puryear, Tenn.; the funeral will be on
December 14 at 10 a.m. He will be interred at
one son, Timothy Nolan Thompson. and one brother. Joe Lynn the George Washington
Memorial Park in Paramus. N.J.
Hargan. both of Wingo; four grandchildren.
In lieu of flowers. you may make a donation to your local
The funeral will be Friday, at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown Hospice.
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Mike Wilford and Rev. Curtis Rice
will officiate. Pallbearers will be Joey and Jeremy Watts, Jackie
Dale and J.R. Gibson, Michael Camp. Jeff Taylor and Tommy
Terrell, active; Joe Lynn and Michael Hargan, Timothy and Jacob
Thompson, Ben and Seth Camp, Dallas Patey and Larry' Wade, honorary. Burial will follow in the Calvary Cemetery. Visitation will be
at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Kopperud Realty's
Viididelef Sftecia

Mrs. Mavis Manning Gibbs
Mrs. Mavis Manning Gibbs. 89, passed dWdy Monday evening.
Dec. 7, 2009, at her home in Murray.
Born May 26, 1920 at her family's fartn in Henry County. Tenn.
she was the daughter of the late Harris P and Earlic B. Lamb
Manning. Preceding her in death were her daughter. Sortdra G.
Rush. and her son, F Gary Gibbs. her former husband. Fred Dale
Gibbs. and 10 siblings.
A devoted mother aad avid gardener, Mrs. Gibbs retired from tke
Purchasing and Central Supply Dept. of Murray Calloway. Couray
Hospital. She was a member of First United Methodist Church at
Murray' and the Ruth Wilson Circle there.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Nancy Becker and hu:s
.band, Robert, NeW' York, and Ms. Phyllis Gibbs. Lynn Grove; thrte
sons. Mitchell Gibbs. Charles Gibbs arid Alan Gibbs and wife. Carpi
Jo, all of Murray; three grandchildren. Eric Denton, Mt.
Washington. Ky., Benjamin Underwood, Lynn Grove, and Nancy E.
Gibbs, Cannel. Ind., and tvvo great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were today (Thursday). Dec. 10, at 11 a.m. in die
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Richard Smith offiCiated. Music was by Carol Gibbs and Oneida White. Pallbearers were
Charles Robinson, Don Gibbs, Bob Jackson. Johnny Gingles, Ed
Harcourt and Mike Utley. Visitation was Wednesday from 5 to'
p.m. at the funeral home. Bunal was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Murray-Callovally
Humane Society Animal Shelter. 607 Poplar St. Murray. KY 4207 I
or to the First United Methodist Church,503 Maple St. , Murray, KY
42071.

Health care reform
changes no free ride
WASHINGTON (AP) - from being covered," said pot
President Barack Obama's expert Paul Ginsburg,
o
health care overhaul - now hcads thc nonpartisan Centei .r
looking like a real possibility - Studying
Health
Syst
cfri
should
give
uninsured Change. The downside: "Sti
r
Americans options they've shock is going to come o
never had before.
some."
But it won't be a free nde.
And get ready for a w e
As with the Medicare pre- new set of trade-offs. For ex
scription drug benefit that ple, people in their 50s and e
passed when Republicans ran 60s, when health problems
d
Washingtoiii, consumers will to surface, are likely to pay lipts
face a complicated lineup of than they would now. But [hope
health plan choices - and in their 20s and 30s. who get tie
they'll be costly for some.
best deals today, will face higtter
"People who need to buy premiums, though for better
coverage as individuals and coverage. Obama on Wednescray
small employers are going to hailed a tentative deal by
have a lot more in the way of Democratic senators to give milattractive health insurance lions of Americans the option,of
options, and they' won't have to signing up for private plans
worry about whether their med- sponsored by the federal
ical condition precludes them employee health system.

"
•
For Real
Pain Therapy...

Thera-Gesic‘ Pain Cream
it Really Works...Compare and SAVE.

Dr. Janice F. Weaver
Dr. Janice F Weaver, 78, Murray, died Wednesday', Dec. 9, 2009,
at 1:15 p.m. in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

GOP votes against
$31 billion tax cut bill
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
House voted Wednesday to
extend $31 billion ia popular tax
breaks, including an income tax
deduction for sales and property
taxes, to be financed with a tax
increase on investment fund
managers and a crackdown on
international tax cheats.
The 45 tax deductions and
credits for businesses and individuals are scheduled to expire
at year's end.
The House voted 241-181 to
extend them for a year, with only
two Republicans voting in favor.
The 'Mil now goes to ilic
Senate. which has rejected the
tax increase on investment managers in the past.
The tax breaks include a sales
tax deduction that mainly helps
people in the nine states without
kx.:al income taxes. a property
tax deduction for people who
don't itemize and lucrative credits that help businesses finance
research and development.
The nine states without a
state income tax are Alaska.
Nevada,
New
Florida,
Hampshire. South Dakota,
Texas. Tennessee, Washington
and Wyoming.
The tax breaks are supported
by Democrats and Republicans
alike and are routinely extended
each year, but there are big disagreements over the tax increases that would pay for them.
The dispute. cotnbined with
the Senate's prolonged debate
on health care. makes it unclear
whether the tax package will be
enacted this year.
Lawmakers could retroactively pass the package early
next year. but that would make
tax planning difficult.

The House bill would raise
$24.6 billion over the next
decade from the tax increase on
investment fund managers.
It would affect hedge fund
and private equity managers, as
well as the more than 1.2 million
real estate investment partnerships. according to the Real
Estate Roundtable.
The House bill would raise an
additional $7.7 billion from a
crackdown on intemational tax
cheats, an issue the Internal
Revenue Service and the Obama
administration have embraced.
Investment managers typically' get a fee to manage funds or
assets. They also get a share of
the profits earned for investors
above a certain level.
Under current law, the profitshanng fees, called earned interest, are taxed as capital gains,
with a top rate of 15 percent. The
House bill would tax the fees as
regular income, with a top tax
rate of 35 percent, scheduled to
rise to 39 6 percent in 2011.

Investments Sike 11354
lnd. As g.._10358.4 + 21-3
Air Products
.82.97 + 0.72
Apple
199.19 + 1_10
-.27.72 + 0.16
AT& T. Inc
BB& T -............ ......-..25.84 • 0.181
Bank of America - 15.60 + 0.2.0
Briggs & Stratton ....____18.73 • 0.00
Bristol Myers Squibb 25.21 + 0.11
Caterpillar
;6.80 +0.62
Chevron Texaco Corp 77.85 + 0.79
Daimler Chrssler _...- 51.70 + 0.01
Dean Foods ..........--- 17.20 + 0.05
F.xxon-Nlobil ..... .....
+ 0.53
8.97 « 0.11
Ford Alotor
General Electric
15111+0.15
GlaxaSmithliline
42.00 + 0.41
Goodrich
60.81 + 0.22
egf
14.18 + 0.05

HopFed Bank' ..--..10.00 11 il.12 %•
1BM
128.47 + 0.44.
Intel ......_.____-.......-20.20 + 0.14
Kroger__.......-.-----19.99 - 0.00
Mattel--.......--.-.--.19.89 + 0.24
1s1cDonalds...__........
+ 0.13
Merck ........
+ 0311
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2216 Quail Creek Drive
NEW HOUSE ON THE BLOCK! Newly constructed 3 bedroom. 2 bath home. Features include high ceilings, beautiful
hardwood floors, and split floor plan. Large lot in a great
neighborhood conveniently. located close to town. Priced at
only $198,500. NILS 452468

711 Main St.

753-1222
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Angry Republicans
don't win elections
governor-elect,
Virginia s
Bob McDonnell, may be the
future of the Republican Party,
if he can translate his substantial electoral victory into policy victories following his Jan.
16. 2010 inauguration as the
state's first GOP governor in
eight years.
McDonnell's quiet demeanor
is the polar opposite of the
tub-thumping, angry conservative that has characterized much
of Republican politics for more
than 30 years, but he possesses solid convictions on matters of policy.
In a recent interview at his
transition office, McDonnell,
who crushed his opponent
Creigh Deeds by a 59 percent
to 41 percent majority, attracting sought-after independents
by a 2-1 margin, said that
while he emphasized breadand-butter issues like jobs,
transportation and taxes during the campaign he hasn't forgotten social issues dud are
near anti dear to the Republican base: "I am a social and
economic conservative and have
made no bones about it. I have
an I8-year record as attorney
general and as a legislator of
not only supporting, but leading on a lot of those issues ...
but what I understood people
were most concerried about ...
were quality of life and pocketbook issues: jobs, economic
development, taxes and federal intrusion into the free enterprise system."
Other Republicans have used
social issues to win elections
only to discard them once in
office. Will McDonnell remain
committed to these issues?
"Absolutely," he says, mentioning his leadership, as la plopber of the General Assembly,
on pm-life issues, including
parental consent, informed consent and bans on partial-birth
abortion,"which means no funding of Planned Parenthood when
it comes to those kinds of services." He praises President
9bama for emphasizing the
tesponsibilities of fatherhood
and in this he is "Reaganesque,"
freferring to focus on accomplishing goals that benefit the
Prost people rather than indulge
in ideological high-fiving that
inight make fellow conservatives feel good, but does little
io advance a conservative agenda.
"The last dung (people) need
is politicians butting heads and
iaying how bad the other guy
is." Now if Democrats would
ionly adopt that attitude. The
Washington
Post,
which
iSicDonnell calls "my friend,"
had 44 stories and blogs attacking him in a two-week period. It is now publishing articles casting doubt on whether
he can achieve his economic

aspirations.
What does
he make of
that newspa
pees inability to influence the outcome of the
election?
"It shows
Cal's
that Virginia
is still a
Thoughts
right-of-cen- By Cal Thomas
Syndicated
ter state," he
Columnist
say s.
McDonnell
notes he won substantially in
large pockets of Northem Virginia, the Post's backyard, which
had been ttending Democratic.
He maintains the newspaper
actually did him a favor: "The
Post, along with my opponent,
created such a misplaced focus
on my position on social issues
that they ceded the entire playing field to me on economic
issues, which is what people
were voting on."
Message: If you have a good
platform that can improve the
economy and promote job creation, Independents will give
you a pass on your social agenda. That is a reversal of traditional Republican thinking of
putting social issues front and
center. "I try to (attract Independents) by reaching out and
embracing people, not having
a covenant of limitations that
excludes people."
So is McDonnell a "big tent
Republican"? It is a phrase that
has come to mean the acceptance of anyone, even if they
have positions that do not fit
the Republican mold. "I do
believe it is absolutely critical
tor the Republican Party to
have a core set of principles
that everyone can embrace ...
to create public policy. What
I am concerned about are these
acid tests where if you fail on
one or two, you are ostracized
from the party. That leads to
infighting, destruction and losses at the polls." He seems
uncomfortable with a "purity
pledge" that proponents plan
to submit at the Republican
National Cotrimittee's meeting
in Hawaii next month.
A
practicing
Catholic,
McDonnell reads his Bible,
several newspapers and Websites daily for "inspiration and
information." "Where my faith
helps me immensely is that there
is a style of governing that,
for me as a Christian, means
dialogue, civility, politeness, a
spirit of cooperation and goodwill and trying to find ways
to work together, while never
capitulating on my principles."
That is an extreme makeover
from the angry Republican and
it might be a winning model
for the GOP in 2010 and
beyond.
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Kentucky the 'chicken capital of the world'?
Kentucky
agricultural
income is expected to drop by
almost a half-billion dollars in
2009 after enjoying a record
year in 2008.
While the final numbers
won't be known until after the
first of the year, University of
Kentucky ag economist Craig
Infanger predicted Thursday that
Kentucky agriculture will produce about $4.3 billion in cash
receipts in 2009, down from a
historic high of $4.8 billion in
2008. In light of the global
recession, that decline is not
particularly surprising. With virtually every other segment of
the economy experiencing a
down year. it would be naive
to expect Kentucky farmers to
somehow escape the tough economic times.
Nevertheless, there is one
aspect of the report UK ag
economists presented at the
Kentucky Farrn Bureau's annual convention Thursday that we
find particularly bothersome.
For the first time ever, UK
ag economist Lee Meyer says
the value of poultry production in Kentucky is on track
to actually exceed income from
the equine sector. Think of
that. There's a sharp contrast
between raising chickens and
raising horses.
For the most part, chickens
in Kentucky — and virtually
every other state — are raised
To the Editor,
It was a pleasure for Kentucky Tech area supervisor Mary
Stratton to participate in the
Tech-Murray/Calloway
KY
County Area Technology Center's annual fall steering committee meeting led by Principal Dennis Harper. On behalf
of the Office of Career and
Technical Education, we want
to thank businesses and school
leaders who support career and

nationwide, mostly through
DNA testing, The Innocence
Project is intimately acquaintThe following are editorialsfrom newspapers across ed with the suffering caused
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concern- by unjustified imprisonment and
with what it would take to
ing issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
help restore the wrongfully convicted to close-to-normal lives:
in large barns where literally try makes for slot machines at
Ironically, Innocence Project
thousands are crammed togeth- tracks.
policy advocate Rebecca Brown
er with little room to move
We continue to think slot
around. In addition, the tons machines at race tracks should said wrongly convicted persons
of waste they produce can cre- require a vote of the people, often aren't eligible for services given to parolees. "They're
ate significant environmental but if it comes down to being
in no man's land," she said.
problems.
known for breeding horses or
"At minimum these people
Contrast the sight of thou- raising chickens, the choice
deserve social services, mone;
sands of chickens crammed into should be obvious. While we
tary
compensation and a puba single barn with the beauty appreciate a good piece of
of young colts grazing in a chicken as much as anyone lic acknowledgement of the
done to them."
large pasture on a Kentucky and recognize that Kentucky wrong
She's right, fair-minded peohorse farm. Compared to rais- Fried Chicken now known as
ing champion thoroughbreds, KFC helped spread the state's ple should endorse The Innochicken farming is for the birds. name throughout the world, we cent Ptojeces recommendations
Of course, horse breeders don't want to be the chicken that, at minimum, states should
adopt the federal compensation
have been predicting for years capital of the world.
standard of up to $50,000 for
that Kentucky is losing its place
each year of wrongful incaras the world's leading birth- The Courter-Journal
ceration,' provide reasonable
place of champion horses. UK
If you do the crime, you
ag economist Kenny Burdine do the time. But what's owed attomey fees and such "immesupported that claim by say- to those wrongly convicted? diate services" as help for these
ing total equine receipts in the That is the questioned raised unfortunate souls to secure
state are likely to fall around by The Innocence Project's new housing, employment, trans25 percent this year. Burdine report, "Making Up For Lost portation, physical and mental
blames that drop on a weak Time: What the Wrongfully health care, and offer official
economy. but the equine indus- Convicted Endure and How to acknowledgment of the wrong.
This may seem a very inoptry contends the inability of Provide Fair Compensation."
portune time to recommend
racetracks in Kentucky to offer
Unfortunately, only 27 states
the purses to compete with mandate at least some com- legislation that would necessitracks in other states for top pensation. Kentucky and Indi- tate new state spending, but
horses is discouraging breed- ana, again unfortunately, aren't it's only fair and decent to
ing in the state. That's one of among them. After achieving compensate those who have
the arguments the horse indus- exonerations for 234 persons been done grievous wrong in
society's name.

iN OTHER WORDS

superintendent; and Dr. Steve
Freeman, WKC&TC Vice President for Instructional Research
& Development. Representative Henley, Superintendents
Hoskins and Rogers and all of
assembly. and managed by the
us understand the value of
Office of Career and 'Technioffering high-level technical
cal Education. It is the leanskills to students and its ecoest in the history of our KY
nomic impact on Calloway
Tech system of schools.
County, Kentucky and the
I appreciate Representative
nation.
Melvin Henley who took time
The very sharp and highly
from his busy schedule to attend
skilled students taught at the
the meeting and offer his supKY Tech - Murray/Calloway
port. We were able to briefly
County ATC represent the seeds
talk about how difficult it is
of recovery for our nation.
to manage in tough economic
Michael L. Kindred
times with state limited
Executive Director
Deputy
resources. We also appreciate
Office of Career and Techthe support of Mr. Steve
nical Education
Hoskins, Calloway Co. Schools
Kentucky Tech System of
superintendent; Mr, Bob Rogers,
Schools, Frankfort, KY
Murray Independent Schools

OUR READERS
WRITE
technical education programs
offered at the school.
We are working through
some tough economic times
affecting funding. The KY TechMurray/Calloway County ATC
budget is set by the genera
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✓ Lefters may he sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayk-dger.corn.
• Lefters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
V No lefters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledgei & Times reserves the right to edit
or reiect any lefter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
V Lefters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the l.edger & Times
staff.
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State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601

State Rep. Melvin Henley (D-Murray)
RoOM 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin.henley@lrc.ky.gov
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Humane Society offers photos
with Santa Claus on Sunday

C
Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

XRA
HATN1611T
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COMMUNITY

Writer's Potpourri
will meet at library

nyayerneril

the Humane Society of Calloway t ounty
will take photographs with Santa Claus on
Sunday from noon to 6 p.m. bit the Weaks
Conununity Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray.
For a donation of $8.95. you will receive a
framed 4x6 digital photo while you wait.
Your donation will benefit the Fixed for Life
Spay/Neuter and Cat Adoption Programs of
the Humane Society.
With the purcha.se of one 1'i-fulled photo
with Santa and your pet, you are welcome to
take additional pictures of Santa and the pet
with your own camera at no additional
charge. For information e-mail humanesociety@murray-ky.net or call 759-1884.

Writer•s
Potpourri
will
meet
Saturday at
9:30 a.m. at
t
h
e
Calloway
County
Public
Library. All
Writees interested
Potpourri writers are
to
Wilma Sanders, invited
attend.
Director
Wilma
J,
Sanders, director. has released
some of the poems written by
participants as follows:

SA;

'Breakfast with Santa'Saturday
The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will host
"Bre.akfast with Santa" on Saturday from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the
club house on Vine Street, Murray. The cost will be S5 per person
which includes breakfast, crafts. garnes and picture with Santa.
Tickets are available at Vintage Rose Emponum, Thornton Tile &
Marble, any. Sigma member or at the door. All proceeds benefit
community projects. For more information call 753-7684.

fkark

VFW Post will meet Thursday

MEW.

Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory, Ky. 121 North.
For more information contact Jatnes Daniels. commander at 753°049. All members are urged to attend.

WOW Lodge 138 will meet
Wmxlmen of World Lodge 138 will have its Chnstmas family
night Saturday at 6 p.m. at Harmon Haii. Murray. Ihe meal will be
catered cuid members are asked to bring desserts. Santa will also
visit.

WOW Lodge 728 will meet
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Woodmen of World Lodge 728 will meet Monday at 6 p.m. at
Harrnon Hall. 330 C.C. Lowry Dr.. Murray. Reservations may be
made by calling 753-6943.

Masonic Lodge has called meeting
Murray Lodge No 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will have a
ctalled meeting Friday at 6:30 p.m. Work will be in the Entered
Apprentice Degree. All members are urged to attend.

kfort, Ky 40601
1-800-372-7181

:
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Horner concert is tonight
Country C;ospel Recording Anist Eric Horner will present a
Christmas Concert. "Christmas in America," tonight (Thursday) at
7 p.m. at Locust Grove Baptist Church. Also featured will be the
Locust Grove Choir . Childcare will be provided. The public is
invited.

Reformers' group will meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday

Annalyn Faith Norsworthy
Ryan and Can-dice Norsworthy of Murray are the parents of a
daughter. Annalyn Faith Norsworthy, born on Monday, Nov. 23,
2009, at 9:44 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 6 ounces and measured 20 I/2 inches. A sister is Audrey. Norsworthy.
Grandparents are Cindy Chrisman-Veach. Donna and Danny
Dunn, and Rick Norsworthy, all of Murray.

Caleb Edmon Jones

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For inforrnation call 753-8419 or I877-447-2004.

David and Lea Jones of Hardin are the parents of a son, Caleb
Edmon Jones. born on Thursday. Sept. 24. 2009, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 5 ounces and measured 21 1/4 inches. 1\vo sisters are Brittany and Augusta Walker.
Grandparents are Edmon and Ginger Jones and Dale and Eve
Adams.

_ TOPS Chapter will meet

Alcoholics Anonymous lists schedule

Murray Shnne Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public is invited.

Narcotics group will meet

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Board plans public forum
Calloway County Board of Education will hold a public forum to
discuss the Health and Wellness Policy at the Calloway County
Preschool, located at 2106-A. College Fann Road at 6 p.m. tonight
Thursday ).

Need Line food drive planned
Virtual Kade.66° N. 12th St.. Murray', is hosting a food drive for
Murray-Calloway County Need Line until Dec. 20. The firrn is also
selling Avon and will donate all the proceeds to Need Line until
Chnstmas. For more information call 76I-KADE.
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Friday, December 11
Saturtiay, December 12
Sunday, December 13
11 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
hiv‘ mins from Murray., go can on Hwy 94, sesen miles io Me
qs:al gas station, rum nght on Ri 7.12 end go s 2 mile,4,
the Old Newburg Rd Turn nght up the hill and
eii vit mile to
Dogwomi Rimers sien

Christmas
By Wilma J. Sanders
Every year it is the same
When it's the Christmas season
I need to remember You.
Lord
That You are the reason
Even cards are Santa Claus
Shopping is the craze
'Then there are the parties
Mixed in all the days
So You get lost in the rush
As I eat, shop and dash
Forgetting all about You
As I spend all that cash
I must pause, kneel and pray
Instead of rush along
Christmas is to honor You
To leave You out is wrong
Christmas Time
is Many Things
By Linda Siebold
Christmas time is many
things
It's faces set aglow
Chureh
attendance.
Christmas trees
It's caroling. holly, snow
It's love shown to family
To friends and neighbors too
And helpfulness to grangers
No one should feel blue

Jesus was bom at Chnstmas
To free us all from sin
Open your heart to Jesus
And let Him enter in
Special Day
By Dorothy Locke Inman
Soon Chnstmas
will be here again.
With Chnstmas trees
and snowy days.
Santa Claus, snowmen.
holly, family, friends,
gifts and food.
hot chocolate too.
But most of all
the good news.
Jesus the best gift.
We know not the
exact day.
But we use this day
each year to
celebrate his
very special birth,
that bnngs love
to all the earth.
The Race
By Michael Jay Inman
There's a cow standing
behind a clock,
looking over its face.
Their both wondenng
who'll win the race.
The cow. the clock or
the man staring back
at their face.
Step Out
By Lenda Easley
I will walk for a cause.
step out for diabetes.
It will be dt the Z,00.
We will all be there
and I hope you too!
The money goes to help
find a cure.
Everyone will get a tour,
at the Grassmeir Zoo
Nashville. Tn's-See
We'll be busy as bees.
cause we're the cobra's

Magazines requested

Jewelry Sale today

DO5W0061

Wort, Ky 40601

Carolyn R. Paschall and Kendnck Lewis announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mrs. Moyna Pierce and the late
Paul Pierce of Kirksey.
She is self employed for the Murray Calloway County Center for
Health & Wellness.
The groom-elect is the son of the late Alton and Verble Lewis of
Almo.
He is a retired Methodist minister.
The wedding will be Saturday, Dec. 26, 2009, at 1:31 p.m. at
Kirksey United Methodist Church. Kirksey. All relatives and
fnends are invited.

Murray Lodge 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will host a
Christmas dinner at Sirloin Stockade tonight (Thursday) at 6 p.m.
Wives of deceased Masons will be honored guests. All members and
wives are urged to attend.
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Paschall and Lewis

Masonic Lodge plans dinner

A Jewelry Sale is being held today (Thursday) in the lobby of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital with part of the proceeds going
ro the Hospice House.

jcberkeseesserrayiedser.soin

Murray.
Alcoholics
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 South 12th St.. in the
Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday, 8 p.m.. closed,
smoking, I 2x 12 study: Monday,
8 p.m. open, smoking: Tuesday,
8 p.m. closed, no smoking:
Wednesday, 11 a.m. closed. no
smoking, 6 p.m.. closed, ladies
meeting, smoking. 8 p.m., open,
smoking; Thursday. 8 p.m.
closed. smoking, big book meeting; Friday, 12 noon, no smok-

ing. lunchtime meeting, 8 p.m
open, smoking. New comers.
Saturday, 10 a.m., open, nosmoking, 8 p.m. open. no-smoking, speaker meeting.
Closed meetings are for people who think thcy have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeting. The last
Saturday in the month is "Eat-nMeet" potluck at 8 p.m. For
inftimation call Mitch at 7539320, or Kathy. at 493-1227. or
Chuck at 436-2552.

NOW BUYING
GOLD & DIAMONDS

Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is accepting magazines
for the lobby and waiting areas.
If you have any 2009 magazines
that contain appropriate family
material and you would like to
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PRE-CHR1STMAS SALE

40% OFF
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All In Stock Merchandise
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107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Mori.-Fri. 9
-5 p.m., Sid. 9 it.m.-3 p.m., Closed Sun.

donate, drop them off in the.
front lobby on the magazine:
cart. or call Gail Stubblefield;
MCCH's libranan, at 762-1572'
for more information.

awe w

& Cifti

25% OFF
• Christmas Ornaments
• Holiday Decor
• Garden Gifts
• Benches & Fountains
• Wood Wick Candles
Farm Fresh
• t'ut Fraser Fie
• Ropiitg & Wmaths
"Kentucky Certified Nur.set 1
Professionals"
()pen Mon. - Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852
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'Holiday Pops' to be held Saturday3

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
MEET THE BRADLEYS: Edwin Richerson and Meredith
Freeland are playing Mr. and Mrs. Bradley, while Beth and
Charlie Bradley are played by Wendy Waltrip and Trayle
Prescott in the Playhouse in the Park production of'The Best
Chnstmas Pageant Ever." The production continues Friday
and Saturday at 7 p.m. and Sunday at 2:30 p.m. The final performance will be Sunday, Dec. 20. To purchase tickets, visit
www.playhouseinthepark.net.

18th Annual Young Artist
Competition scheduled
PADUCAH, Ky. - The
Paducah Symphony will hold its
18th annual Young Artists
Competition in early 2010. Two
winners will receive cash
awards of $500 or more each
and will perform with the
Paducah Symphony on The
Sacred and the Sublime Concert
on April 17, 2010 at the Luther
F. Carson Four Rivers Center.
The concert will feature not only
the competition winners, but
also a performance of Mozart's
Requiem with the Paducah
Symphony
Orchestra
and
Chorus.
The application deadline is
Friday for instrumentalists Dec.
26 for all pianists. Prospective
entrants and music teachers can
request more information as
well as application foi
contacting Darlene A.
Executive Director, at
Symphony at(270)444-0065 or
via e-mail at ddreyer@paducahsymphony.org. Piano forms are
also available from Dr. Richand
Scott, MSU Music Department,
at 270.809.6443, or via e-mail at
richard.scott ® murraystate.ed u.
Complete applications are available online at www.paducahsymphony.org. The entry fee for
applications is 540 per application. Visit the Paducah
Symphony web-site for an

Arts in the Region
• Gallery 109 & Fairbanks
Studio will continue an exhibit
featuring Joy Thomas, Scott
Thile and Wayne Bates of
Murray through Jan. 31
• August Christopher will perform at the Big Apple Cafe
tonight (Thursday) and Guerilla
Poetry and Bending Karma will
perform next Thursday, Dec.
17. Music starts at 9 p.m. There
is a cover charge and weekend
shows are limited to ages 21 and
older.
• Twilight Cabaret presents "A
Holiday Dinner Experience's at
6 30 p m Friday and Saturday
at Ken-Bar Lodge in Gilbertsville.
A Christmas play will be presented and dinner will be provided by
Embers Restaurant For tickets.

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. - rhe
Paducah Symphony Chorus.
Children's Chorus, and the
Paducah POPS Orchestra pre!'
ent the annual
"Holiday
POPS" concert
at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday
at
Paducah's
Carson Center.
A mixture of
symphonic
sugar and spice
sure to have
you humming
and in the
AlmquIst
holiday spirit, the Carson Center encourages
you to make this event a family
holiday tradition. Dr. Bradley

;Imquist, Director of Choruses,
directs. Call (270)444-0065.
Thc Paducah Symphony
Chorus is an auditioned choral
ensemble which draws its members from the Western Kentucky
area and quad-state region.
Under the direction of Dr. Brad
Almquist. head of the Choral
Department at Murray State
University, the adult chorus has
gained an international reputation for moving audience members to tears. The group performs at least two programs per
season with the Orchestra and
also offers a cappella concerts.
Several years ago they toured
Europe with much acclaim.
Upcoming
performances

include appearances a performance at Carnegie Hall in New
York City on January 18. 2010
and on the Paducah Symphony
Orchestra's The Sacred and the
Sublime Concert on April 17,
2010.
Almquist eamed the bachelor
and master of music
.degrees
from the University of North
Dakota. Grand Forks, and was
awarded the first Doctor of
Musical Arts degree in choral
conducting from Louisiana State
University, Baton
Rouge.
Before coming to Murray State
University. Dr. Almquist taught
choral music, general music,
music education. and studio
voice at Columbus High School,

the University of Wisconsif:
Marshfield-Wo4-•
Center
County, and Eastern Michigan";
University. His choirs regularfrjperform around the state andi
region, and have performed in:
England, Scotland, and WaleT;
t.
In addition to his professional:
teaching. Dr. Almquist serves at:.
an adjudicator, clinician, and:
guest conductor throughout thdmid-west and southern Unitell:
States. Dr. Almquist has beed:
Director of the Paducar:
Symphony Chorus since 1992:
and Children's Chorus sinot
2004. He is assisted by Amit:
Aucoin, Director of the You'll.
Chorus, and Devonda Treec<
accompanist.
"1.„

Fleck topresent concert at Murray State University

;

grass music of Flatt & Scniggs. most ambitious project to date name. which Bela and direct**
Staff R•port
The renowned banjo player While still in high school he and was released in March 2009. Sascha Paladino are currently Bela Fleck will play at Murray began experimenting with playState
University's
Lovett ing bebop jazz on his banjo,
Auditorium on mentored by fellow banjo renefflFriday, Feb. 12, gade Tony Trischka. In 1980, he
2010. Tickets released his first solo album,
go on sale Jan. Crossing the Tracks, with mate4 and can be rial that ranged from straight
purchased by ahead bluegrass to Chick
calling
the Corea's "Spain." In 1982, Fleck
Regional joined the progressive bluegrass
Special Events band New Grass Revival, makCenter
box ing a name for himself on countoffice at 809- less solo and ensemble projects
3000 or by ever since as a virtuoso instruFleck
visiting mentalist. In 1989 he formed the
genre-busting Flecktones, with
www.ticketmaster.com.
According to his Web site. members equally talented ar.d
Bela Fleck is often considered adventurous as himself.
"Throw Down Your Heart,'"
the premier banjo player in the
world. A New York City native, the third volume in Bela's
he picked up the banjo at age 15 renowned "Tales From the
after being awed by the blue- Acoustic Planet" series, is his

application ai: w ww.paducahsymphony.org.
The competition was started
in 1993 to showcase the best
high school musicians from
Kentucky and surrounding
states and to give them an incentive to hone their special talents
as a soloist with a symphony
orchestra. The competition is
divided into two divisions - one
for pianists, which is co-sponsored by the Murray State
University Music Department
and WKMS, and one for students who play any other
orchestral
instrument.
Scholarships are sponsored by
West Kentucky Navigation.
Michael Kosarin.
Only students in grades 9 Spectai to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. - "Disney's
The show is the classic story
through 12 are eligible to enter.
All auditions will take placc l3eauty and the Beast," the of Belk, a young woman in a
, worldwide .provincial town, and the Beast,
on Saturday, Jan. 9, 2010, &title award-winning
Fine Arts building at Mui#0 1 3M.1311r hit Breadwarsemaical, is .who is really a young prince
State University. Entrants must coming to Paducah as pout ofthe trapped in a spell placed by an
prepare a movement from a con- Broadway in Paducah series. enchantress. If the Beast can
certo in the standard orchestra Produced by NETworks, this learn to love and be loved, the
repertoire or a work of similar elaborate theatrical production curse will end and he will be
stature for which an orchestral will come to life on stage at the transformed to his former self.
accompaniment is available. Carson Center on Saturday, But time is running out. If the
The selection must be memo- March 6 at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Beast does not leam his lesson
rized.
and Sunday, March 7 at 3 p.m. A soon, he and his household will
Performers in both divisions Saturday matinee perforniance be doomed for all eternity.
must furnish their own accom- has been added due to popular
"Disney's Beauty and the
panist. The winners will be demand. Tickets can be pur- Beast" has become an internaannotmced after auditions are chased at the Carson Center box tional sensation that has played
completed.
office, by calling (270) 450- to over 35 million people world4444 or on-line at www.thecar
wide in 13 countries.
soncentenorg.
"Disney's Beauty and the
contact Shirley Johnson at 436- Beast" features the animated
2399 or visit www.twilight- film's Academy Award®-wincabaretproductions.org.
ning score with music by Alan
Menken and lyrics by the late
• The Maiden Alley Cinema in Howard Ashman, with additiondowntown Paducah presents al songs with music by Alan
"Pirate Radio," starnng Phillip Menken and lyrics by Tim Rice,
Seymour Hoffman and Bill The book is written by Linda
Nihey, Friday through Sunday. Woolverton.
For details and show times, visit
The original creators of the
www maidenalleycinema org.
Broadway
are
production
Ali proceeds from the
together again for this new tour• Draffenvilless Kentucky Opry ing production. The play is
continues its "Country Chnstmas directed by Robert Jess Roth
Show" at 8 p.m. Friday and and choreographed by Matt
Saturday. For tickets, call (270) West, with Costume Design by
527-3869 or 1-888-459-8704.
Ann Hould-Ward, Lighting
Design by Natasha Katz, Scenic
To add an event to the arts Design by Stanley A. Meyer,
calendar. contact HawkIns Sound Design by John Petrafesa
753-1916 or Jr and Music Supervision by
Teague
at
hteague 4murrayledger com

In on-location collaborations premiering at festivals nationwith musicians from Uganda, wide. Transcending barriers of
Tanzania, Senegal, Mali, South language and culture, Fleck
Africa and Madagascar, Bela finds common ground with
Fleck explores the African ori- musicians ranging from local
gins of the banjo, the prototype villagers to international super-.
of which was brought to stars such a.s the Malian diva
American shores by African Oumou Sangare to create some
slaves. "Throw Down Your of the roost meaningful music Of
Heart" is a companion to the his career.
award-winning film of the same
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Full Service Grooming at Your Curb
Air Conditioned/Heated Van
Warrn Water Bathing • Using All Natural Products
33+ Years Experienc.e • Multiple Pet Discount
Senior Citizen Discount • Satisfaction Guaranteed

'You have the nght to rescind any tree or discounted services wrthin 72 hours

STRI.
FIELD

www.yourmobilegroorner.com

By Appt: 270-978-2872
NI-F 7am-7 pm,Sat. 9 am-1 pm
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Calloway County Chiropractic

1710D Hwy 121 N. Murray - 270.753.6100
www.callowaycountychiropractic.com

M

PREI

_

Any NEW PATIENTS that come into our office from December
1st through December 24th, will receive a Chiropractic
Consultation, Exam,and any Necessary X-Rays for only $27,and
we are going to donate 100% of these fees directly to the Murray
Family Resource Center. We look forward to sharing benefits of
chiropractic and giving back to our community!
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'Beast' coming to Carson Center

is excited to announce our Annual Toy Drive being held on
Saturday, December 12th from 9:00 a.m. until 11:30 a.m. at our
office. Any CURRENT PATIENT can bring a new, unwrapped toy
(approximately $10 value) and receive a complimentary adjustment that morning. Please make your appointznents early, as spots"
fill up fast.
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WALL LEADS No, 4
KENTUCKY OVER
UCONN 64-61
By JIM O'CONNEIL
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — John Wall has
played nine games for Kentucky. His latest was his best — and the end of this one
showed the freshman guard is as good as
MICHA21. DANN / Ledger 8 Times
Murray State's Kayla Vance goes up advertised.
Wall scored a season-high 25 points,
against two Eastern Kentucky defendincluding 12 of his team's last 15, and the
ers last Thursday. Vance, a senior, has
fourth-ranked Wildcats beat No. 14
found a spot in the starting lineup the Connecticut 64-61
on Wednesday night
past three games for the Racers.
in the SEC/Big East Invitational.
"He's phenomenal, one of the best
•
11 Ar•
players out there." Kentucky forward
Patrick Patterson said. "If we need a
crunch-time basket we give it to John and
we know we are going to have the advantage. Pretty much when we need baskets
we know who to get the ball to."
What made Wall•s performance in his
first appearance in Madison Square
Garden even more remarkable is that he
was saddled with foul trouble in the first
half before dominating the game over the
final 7 1/2 minutes — even when
Connecticut made a defensive switch that
slowed him down for a few possessions.
"I just try to be a point guard," Wall
:
said. "I struggled some in the first half
then picked it up in the second and led us
to the victory."
Connecticut's Kemba Walker, considered one of college basketball's fastest
guards, spent most of the game covering
and being covered by Wall.
"He's not a freshman, not at all,"
Walker said.
ball is always in his
Ily MOM SUN
harids and that's good for him and his
Sports Editor
, It's not a trend Rob Cross wanted to see team."
Connecticut coach Jim Calhoun said
*cur, but much like the weather outside, the
I)I,urray State women's basketball team has Wall "is no freshman. He's a great playtliken a page from Mother Nature and turned er."
The Wildcats (9-0) moved John
opld from the outside.
: Through the Racers' first four games of the Calipari closer to one of the icons at the
stason, a stretch which saw them run out to a 4- schooi that has more wins (1.997) than
(/start. Murray State shot .442 from the field or any other program. The only coach to
have a better start to his career at
titer than 44 percent.
: Since then, the Racers have lost four Kentucky was Adolph Rupp. who started
straight, including back-to-back Ohio Valley 10-0 in 1931.
What Calipari was worried about after
edriference games for the first time since 2005the game was how he is going to react to
(16 and are shooting .337.
Murray State fell to Eastern Kentucky (58- a season with a young team that plays
54) and Morehead State (58-51) in the first set great in some stretches and is downright
of OVC games played last week that opened up quizzical in others.
"I'm going to look like Dick Vitale
conference play.
: The loss to EKU snapped the Racers' 21- when this season's over or I'll be as gray
,Yame home win streak. which was the fourth as Bobby Cremins," Calipari said. "We
ltingest in the nation. The Racers are now 16-15 rode John Wall at the end of the game."
Jerome Dyson had 17 points for the
i4 OVC openers and 11-7 when those games
4e played at the Regional Special Events Huskies (6-2). who finished 14 of 24
from the free throw line. including 2 of 4
Center.
.',. As bad as the shooting has been, Cross in the final 3 minutes.
"They made big plays down the
claims that MSU has still had their chances
dliwn the stretch. However. the second-year stretch." Calhoun said. "If we made some
hprad coach just can't get past how the biscuit is foul shots. We did play 40 minutes of
tough basketball."
not falling in the basket.
After a first half of runs and big
:In the loss to EKU, Murray State missed 17
()pen layups. In the loss to Morehead State, the
IN See KENTUCKY,28
Ricers were 9-for-26 on layup opportunities.
Next Game
::"When you shoot 26 percent from the floor.
ypu're going to struggle winning ballgames
Kentucky
at Indiana
aiainst anyone." Cross said. "Even with that. When: 12 p m Saturday
Where: Bloomington Ind
we had a chance toward the end of the game to TV/Radio: CBS-12' 99 1WCBL
pitll out a victory against a very hard-nosed
Records: UN 9-0 IU 4-4
stern Kentucky team that played hard for all
minutes.
-;,'"We came back against the preseason
f orite to win our league in Morehead and LOUISVILLE FOOTBALL
yed hard, did a good job defensively but
29 percent from the floor. It's just tough to
s
n basketball games when you're shooting in
t 20's, no matter what you do defensively."
;If Cross can hang his hat on anything, it's
t‘fact that MSU is playing hard on the defensive end of the court.
Cross has claimed on many occasions that
th.: Racers do play with energy and play hard,
which translates on the defensive end of the
court.
"We did an outstanding job defensively,"
Cross added. "Right now, we're holding teams
in the mid-30's from the field. The one thing
that I ani pleased with is the kids are playing
Kant They•re playing hard through poor shoota See RACERS,2B
.
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MURRAY STATE'S
STRUGGLES FROM THE
FIELD CONTINUE AS TEAM
PREPS FOR MISSOURI
-

i

JULIE JACOBSON / AP

UK's John Wall scored on Connecticut's Alex Oriakhi while drawing a foul with 30.8 seconds left.
The free throw gave UK a 63-61 lead arid helped them beat the No 14 Huskies Wednesciay night
at Madison Square Garden in New York.
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Up Next
murray State at Miswieri
Whew 1 p m Sunday
Mere< Mizzou Arena IColumboa Mo
Radio: WNBS 1340 AM
Rens*: NISU 4-4 UM 4-2
Last alsellor Murray State and Mossoun played each other
back on Nov 9 2007 where the Togers won 73-64 That
season was Jody Adams first as a head coach She was
feplaced a year later by Rob Cross
Ovid Rim Mizzou News the ae-bme senes by a mark ot
The Tigers are coached by Condy Stem a 19134 graduate of Illinoos She is on her 1 2th season at UM

ED REINKE / AP
Former Florida defensive coordinator Charlie Strong,
left, shakes hands with Louisville athletics director Tom
Jurich while being introduced as the the school's new
head football coach during a news conference in
Louisville Wednesday.

Cards make Strong choice
in next football coach
DEFENSIVE GURU
HELPED GATORS
WIN TWO

NATIONAL TITLES
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. IAP) — Charlie
Strong tried to stay patient. kept telling
himself that one day the right opportunity
to become a head football coach would
come along.
But the years passed and the phone call
offering the perfect job never came. More
than once the longtime Florida defensive
4.-oordinator wondered if it ever would.
Strong did his best to soldier on. never
fully realizing how much he wanted to
lead his own program until it the moment

it actually happened.
It's why he had to bow his head and
bite his lip moments after agreeing to:take
over as head coach at Louisville: -the
weight of years of frustration washing
away into the frigid December air. • "When we were offered this job.,Oie
and my wife (Victoria) and I looked at
each other," Strong said. "because you
just never thought it was going to happen."
Strong. who helped Florida wib two
national championships. becomes the 11th
black coach in the Football Bowl
Subdivision and the fourth hired in the last
month. signs that major college football is
finally embracing minority hires.
"I think athletic directors and presidents are finally showing a sincere commitment to inclusion anti equity." said
Floyd Keith, executive director of the
II See STRONG,213
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SWIMMING

Memphis
argues for
protection
in appeals
process

MYST has strong
showing in Owensboro

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can,
211 $. 12th St • Murray KY • 753-34,E
Van Haverstock
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Natiuoal Baskett.ali Avootialiou
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Ail Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB
4 810 Roston
10 14417 81'2
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7 15 31810
New York
5 17 22712 1,
2
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NEW MENU
Great Cajun Food, Freeh 5eafood, New Orleans Style
Favorites, & Still the same Keg Favorites!
.Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters, PO' Boys,
Blackened Fish, Steaks & Chicken
Remodeled Game Room & New Private Room with Dig
Screen HD TV and Surround Sound!
Call For Reservations
' Great for Game Day Parties, Birthdays, Lunch Meetings,
Anniversanes. Christnia.fi Parties, or just a night out with friends

SP_ECIAM
Monday:
Tnesday:

1/2 Appetizers during Monday Night Football
5.39 Peel & -qi3hriap Sk9 OySters on the half shell
S.39 Peel & Eat Shrinip $.69 Oysters on the half shell
Johnny Mac & Kyle Acoustic Show 8:30 till close

Wednesdays: Grilled or Blackened 12 oz. Ribeye, Baked Potato &
Salad $12.99
Boiled Crawfish $4.99 per pound
Karaoke at 8:30 till close
Thursday:

All You Can Eat: Crab Legs, Crawfish, Shrimp &
Mussels - mix and match or have all four $24.99

Friday:

Catfish. Frog Legs, and other great seafood specials
Piano Man Terry Humphrey at 8:00 till close

Saturday:

Great Seafood Specials all day
Live band starting at 9:00 p.m. till close

Lincoln Hawke

By TERESA PA. WALKER
AP Sports Wnter
The University of Memphis
isn•t hacking down in its appeal
of the NCAA order to vacate the
2007-08 men's basketball Season, even though the Committee
on Infraction's response has fans
worried atxxit even worse punishment.
Memphis argues in its 28page rebuttal to the NCAA's
response to the university's
appeal that the Conunittee on
Infractions puts the Tigers at
nsk of double jeopardy.
If the appeals committee
decides to restore the vacated
wins or cut the fine. the
Committee on Infractions has
asked that the case be remanded
back to it to consider other punishment not handed out originally. That includes a possible ban
frotn postseason play as well as
possible scholarship cuts.
"Clearly, an appeal that
resulted in harsher sanctions
would effectively chill dte willingness of NCAA member institutions to exercise their right to
appeal decisions in infractions
cases," according to MernpIns'
rebuttal.
Appeals
"The
Conunittee has a duty to protect
the integrity of the process by
protecting appellants from dire
consequences for initiating an
appeal."
Memphis filed the rebuttal
Monday, and a hearing is
expected to be scheduled in
either late January or February.
The Commercial Appeal first
reported
the
university's
response on its Web site
Wednesday afternoon. The
newspaper also has a poll on its
Web site with 15 percent of fans
saying Memphis should drop the

MYST

WILL HOST
SLEIGH BELL
SPLASH MEET ON
DEC. 19-20 AT
WELLKSS CENTER
OM.

Staff Report
The Murray N'outh Swim
competed
Team
in
the
Owensboro Winter Classic this
past weekend and had one of its
best overall performances of the
season.
Led by seven swimmers who
combined for 30 first-place finishes, MYST continued on its

quest kir the Kentucky State events. This group also qualified
Championships.
for the State Championship
BCAU Osborne. Lucas Wilson, relays in both events.
Ashkahn Nabavi, Cyrus Nabavi,
Lucas Wilson and Beau
Daniel McGee. Megan Wilson Osborne both qualified for the
and Nicole McGee swam in var- State Championships in the 100
ious individual events and gar- freestyle. Kaylee Roberson
nered a total of 30 first-place swam times in the 50 breast and
finishes.
100 back that also qualified her
MYST relay teams enjoyed for the State Championship
success as Tommy Miles. Meet.
Ashkahn
Nabavi,
Beau
Other MYST swimmers who
Osborne. and Lucas Wilson have previously qualified fo:- the
combined to win the 8 and under Kentucky State Championships
100 yard freestyle and 100 yard include Nicole McGee. Daniel
medley relays.
McGee, Natalie Hahs, Jillian
'The team of Celeste Santiago, and Cyrus Nabavi.
Siqueiros, Alex Workman,
MYST will host its own
Megan Wilson. and Nicole Sleigh Bell Splash meet on
McGee finished first in the 200 December 19-20 at dte MSU
freestyle and 200 medley relay Wellness Center.
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•Strong
From Page 1B
Black Coaches and Administrators Association.
While Strong wondered when his tirne would
come, Louisville athletic director Tom Jurich had
no such doubts. His only concern was that he
waited too long to lure Strong away from the
Gators.
Jurich pledged not to contact the 49-year-old
Strong until after the Gators finished their regular
season out of respect Fie spent the down time
talking to people like former NFL coach Tony
Dungy about Strong's character. Yet when other
jobs became available during the interim. Jurich
admitted thinking his decision to be polite was
"stupid."
He didn't hesitate once the Gators fell to
Alabama in the SEC title game. Jurich and Strong
met in Gainesville on Sunday and spent the next
two days talking on the phone before Jurich flew
back to Florida on Wednesday to.get his man.
"I just wanted somebody so hungry he would
crawl here. and there's no doubt he would crawl
here," Jurich said.
Instead. Strong sprinted.
Strong was so focused on getting the rebuilding process started he and Jurich didn't even go
over the details of his five-year contract that will
pay him a base salary of $1.6 million annually

until moments before he was introduced.
"It's like a non-issue to him, it's like it doesn't
matter," Jurich said. "I just shook my head. I said
'Charlie I'm going to this board meeting in 15
minutes we've got to get it ratified' and he hadn't
even addressed it yet. He just wants to win some
games."
So do the Cardinals, who slipped off the
national radar under former coach Steve
Kragthorpe. who was fired after eoing 15-21 in
three seasons.
"We're going to start over," Strong said.
Louisville doesn't really have a choice after
going 4-8 this year. Even worse than the inconsistent play on the field was the apathy among the
fans who were tumed off as the team sank to the
bottom of the Big East.
A crowd ofjust over 23,000 turned out for last
month's season finale against Rutgers, a decline
the program knows must stop with Cardinal
Stadium expanding to 55.000 seats in time for
next year's opener against rival Kentucky.
Strong will spend the next few days recruiting
and beginning to assemble his staff but plans to be
on the sideline for the fifth-ranked Gators when
they play No. 4 Cincinnati in the Sugar Bowl.
"I've been there, I still feel like I owe it to
them." Strong said.

•Wildcats
points. When Gavia Fulauards
From Page 1B
swings. neither team nad a lead scored on a break dunk with
of more than five points over the 4:24 to play, Connecticut was
within 56-55 with 4:24 to go.
ftnal 7 minutes.
Walker, who had 12 points
Wall, the key player as
Calipari tries to lead Kentucky and six assists, gave the Huskies
back after two disappointing their final lead of the game on a
seasons under Billy Gillispie, jumper with 1:12 left.
Wall. who was slowed a bit
scored almost every way possiwhen Calhoun switched the 6-9
ble in his game-closing spurt.
His three-point play on a Robinson on him for five posbreakaway dunk gave the sessions, put Kentucky ahead
Wildcats a 54-47 lead with 7:16 for good on a three-point play
left.
Stanley
Robinson, when he was fouled hard as he
Connecticut's skywalking for- drove to the basket — making it
ward. finally became a factor for 63-61 with 30 seconds left.
Connecticut called two timethe Huskies, sconng six straight
outs then went for the tie as

Walker drove and there was a tip
by the Huskies as well. But
Walker was forced to foul on the
rebound. and Ramon Harris
made one of two free throws
with 13 seconds left.
Edwards missed a forced 3point attempt, and Walker couldn't get a shot off from the comer
in time after corralling the
rebound.
Patterson had 16 points for
Kentucky, and
DeMarcus
Cousins added.10 points and 10
rebounds.
There were two totally different halves played in front of the
crowd of 15,874, which seemed

split down the middle.
Kentucky opened the game
with a 12-0 run, and the Huskies
scored the next 10 points AS part
of a run that gave them a 26-18
lead on a drive by Walker with
6:30 left. Connecticut led 29-23
at halftime.
"We drank the poison in the
first half and listened to all the
hype about John Wall and our
players," Calipari said. "We go
up 12-0 and they're acting like
we won the national championship, and then Connecticut
makes a run as all well-coached
teams do, and it's on."
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•Racers
From Page 1B
ing and doing everything they
can defensively to stay in the
ballgame. But, if we don't put it
in the basket at a little bit of a
higher rate. it's just tough to
win."
Cross isn't one to put any
stock in moral victories either,
but if there is one for the year.
dte Morehead State loss might
be it.
"I told the seniors Saturday
night when 1 met with them
after the game. you should get a
strange sense of confidence
from that game. because you

play the best team in the league
and you shoot 29 percent from
the floor and you still have
every opportunity to win the
ballgame at the end because of
your defense," he said.
On the horizon is a trip to
Missouri Sunday. The Racers
opened the year in Columbia
back in the 2007-08 season and
lost 73-64. The one common
opponent the two teams have
to date is Memphis. Murray
State beat Memphis 69-59
back on Nov. 15, while
Missouri lost.
Still, Cross knows that get-

ting a win on the road against
any opponent. in this case. a
Big 12 team, is hard to do.
"They have a couple ot
shooters who can shoot from
the perimeter," he said. "They
also have a couple of post
players that can step out and
make the three. It's definitely
going to be a challenge, going
into their place. It's a game
that is winnable, but we're certainly going to have to shoot
the ball better than we have the
last three ballgames to have
any chance to be competitive
in that game.**

introduces APPLEGATE INSULATION
• ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY - made of80% recycled newsprint
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•EXCEEDS TOUGHEST FIRE STANDARDS - Up to 50% better
fire resistant than fiberglass
• USE IN NEW & EXISTING HOMES - custom-fit wall spray
surrounds your home with a monolithic cellulose insulation system
Whether your home was built a century ago orjust completed, it's probably not too
late for you to enjoy the benefits of Appleton inculation! A simple, quick inspection
by an Insulotwn professional is all that is needed - call TODAr

Authorized sales. installation and servite of
all #1-Rated Song flat panel T.V.s. Delivery
Orld Setup is ALWAYS included.
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We aisp offer professional installation of all
Makes and models of fkit panel T.V.s: Call
now for a fRiE estimate!
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DISCLALMER
When accessing the
"hclp wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray: and local job
linings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
websne, not all listings
on the iobnetwork com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

THE Murray L131:1913f
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
Mee own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be rep
utable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
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FT/PT office manager/bookkeeper
that
uses Ouickbooks as
our software, We offer
flexible hours and have
seasonal busy hmes
Pay is based on experience and use of
quickbooks Apply al
Rolling Hills Nursery or
ca. 293-5519 day.

I

LOST. Personal pic
tures sold at Angels
Don't
Attic.
want
frames, Just pictures.
978-0843

PARIS Winery is now
hinng one full-time and
one pae-time tasting
bar srrver/Restaurent
Server S8 00 hour
Must
have
neat
appooranc.e, OMIT:, reliable transportation and
be dependable
or
please do not apt*.
Apply
in
person,
Monday
12/14/09,
9:00-11:00em at 2982
Harvey Bowden Rd.
Paris, Tenn

•
'Pr • ANGELS Community
;.t'ePart-time
Pharmaceutical
tte Coordinator- Monday.
Thursdays
te. 8.30am-4pm, to secure
medications
from
patient-assistance programs Related expertence a plus. Mail
••." resume to Angels
. .
Clinic 1005 Poplar St
Murray, KY 42071 or
•
bring by Mon-Thur.
8 130-am-4pm
Deadline for resumes
•
•.-• is Dec 30. 2009. Call
759-2223 for more
information.
ASPLUNDH Tree Co
4.4••• is seeking Foreman
with CDL. Also climber
Fee trimmer bucket operators. 859-314-8113
ANL,
Pe;
Pp.
•
•
Lt...

BIG Apple Cafe
Krtchen Help Needed
Must have at least
three years expenence
Apply in person, references required

NEED your house
(leaned'? We are trie
one's to get it done
References and reasonable prices Will
clean & glaze in
Calloway Co Contact
Karen at 270-328-4033
or 27C-356-2213 and
Stave message

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repair s/Upgrades
759.3558

HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR/
DO
YOU
NEED YOUF1 HOUSE
CLEANED/
270-293 580c

[Need to plc"'-7
cm470
i cam us am mat $110
NNW 10 Map.

I

un"Latter

r

Thew

270-70-11149 j

SALE, Twin mattress
sets, starting $149.95,
full sets $199.95. all
furniture on sale,
Carraway Fumiture
105 N. 3rd 753-1502

E'4w°d
2005 New Holland 33A
Tractor, front end
loader, box blade, bush
hog. finish mower,
HST. Only 148 hours,
one owner, excellent
condition
$13,500.
753-4895

btkiv
CASH paid fcr
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS,
AMPS A PEDALS
(27(4339-4022

MOTORCYCLE
helmets. lockets, boots
& saddlebags. Jerry's
Sporting Goods,
Mayfield.
Rinevood
293-2487 Firewood

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.

tBR, 113A apt. wid
5350

Aredes
For Mk

2Ble townhouse wid

VACUUM cleaners.
late mocksi, Flawittow
Kirby & Electrolux.
Bags, belts & hoses
Jerry Sporting Goods,
Mayfield.
WE Cane Chairs
Shernwells Antiques
492-8308

AMANA gas stove
almond
excellent
$150 767-0267
•
•
•
•03
•

$455
;seas° call Hamlet
North Apartments
753-75E:3
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR duplex, C/1-1/A.
various
locations
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR near MSD, applifurnished
ances
C/HiA Coleman RE
753-9898

•
•
•
•
•

1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray, KY 4207 I
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-9554
TDD 1-1199-54.4.11133
En 283
16:it Ewa' mocrturvir
EFFICIENCY
apart
manta for rent. Some
utilities paid. $230/mo.
No pets 767-9037
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom
with all appliances
including washer
dryer. Call
(270)759-5885 or
(270/293-7085
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water,
trash, and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer Only
$550/mo
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211
LARGE 2BR, 2 full
baths, all appliances,
C/H/A, lawn serv ce
227-5173

2BR, stove reengierc.•
tor, der. w/d hook-up,
C/H/A $550/mo, 1 yr
lease 1 month deposit
No pets 753-2259
270-527-8174
g MU/11111

1.1
•

13LING1
"AFFORDABLE"

NEAR MSU, 2BR,
IBA. CHA, all appliances. $450, no pets.
ref
edepose. 753-1059
SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
from city limits. Deposrt
& Lease No pets.
S395
753-615€

From:
The staff of the
Murray Ledger
& Times

line ads
in our paper ant
posted on our
*rebottle for Intel

I

Donee %nab

PFiEtMER
MINISTORAGE
sInside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-766e

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
1270, 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p rn. M-F

;KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

& Sumas

BRITTANY
Spaniel
puppies For more info
753-6319
BUYER Fell Through!
I Pooponi puppy"
753-2251
CKC
Miniature
Pinscher
puppies,
Black & tan, $150,
Ready 12/20/09.
270-578-0180.

575 female, $50 male

\im
's
alit( s.liM ar.1

PUPPIES: CorgeJack
Russell, 6-wks., tan &
white, wormed. $75
227-8627

newer of 121 &
HAN S25 !OTIS ME
12701 436-2524
(27411 2934906

ON

Memo Ledger & Times For
Names Aet Notice
All Iyal estate adverttied hereto
wiped to thr Federal Far
KAMM Act. which makes tt
illegal to advertise an, prefer. , lendehon decnnonstaw bated oin root color fele
glOn. hoodecap,
itarus or national onget, or Inler,
toff to MAN am sad, referlimitation,or deocruninanon
State law,lorbid dek-rirtunation
le the wk. rental or advertoing
of teal rotate bawd on triers in
addition to those protected
under federal lor
We will knowingly accept inv
sthenking lot rid esti* whoch
IS nol nolatide of the law. All
are hereby informed
dwell*.advert:Wed are
avail* on an equal opportunity boils
For further awastance with Faliouxink .kdrertoing regu,n•
Trent. ..orifort \AA Counwi
Reno- 1' %tarn, 1'1231 S401131'

Publish
Date:
December
22
Deadline:
Friday,
December
18 at 5PM

Holm RN Sal.
2BR,
2BA
2-car
garage, brick. excellent
condikon & neighborhood. 1402 Cardnial
Dr., Murray. Reduced
$120,000 obo.
978-1644.
38R, 113A investment
rental
house 713
Sycamore,
Murray
$550 gross monthly
rent. $60.000 obo
978-1644

38R, 2.5BA, brick,
2,800+ sq. ft., 5 years
eld, 5 acres Lynn

Grove area. 435-4687
HOUSE.

8-acres,
recently
remodeled.
krtchen with new cabinets, counter tops
appliances, walk-out
basement, barn w/pas
tuna
Close to town
and only 15min. from
Kentucky
Lake
Reduced
from
11111L
76
1rials
$199,000 to $169.900
I 270-293-7252 for
2007 Calumet Way additional information
4BR, 3.5BA, me it
online at:
2007calumetway.corn.
4 4, 1, 4 I I
762-0106.

*

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2E158

-1850 St Elt. 121S
fAurray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
N11N1-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

MU.

=
ACA Registered Tiny
Yorkie
girl,
home
raised, vet checked.
health
guaranteed
$600 436-5508
293-5508

436-5517

SQUARE bale hay
$3 50/bale 293-0724

MINI
STORAGE

Trends & Treasures Mall:

$12 Wielnooli Ave.

L.ortircri

-41853

I

if*

FULL BLOODED labs

Give a gift subscription to the
*

MURRAY

*LEDGER&TIMES*;
Hoene Delivery
Local Man
afkmal,
3!no.
3
me.
----SAN
6 mo.--MS00
1 yr.--SIM 00 6 so.-.$63.00
1 yr. --.-$1141.00

Rest of KYPI'N

AN Other Mail
Sithieriptions
1
3am.---.2711.50 3 am ---S73.00 1
6am-110.00
mo.
1 yr.----$120.110 1 yr..-..--$145 00 1
1
Check
Money OrdPr
Visa
MiC
1
1
Name
Porno A, Re..Feneel

Reel ENN
4-PLEX 281 Native
Circle. Benton 51,760
gross monthly rent
Must sell $180,000
,-)bo 978-1644,

I St Address

241? Sumfaillance • Electricky

•
101d Uncle left's Buildmgi
•
•
•Sfalli
••
•eo
ti•-

for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

LARGE 2BRIIBA in
city. lust remodeled.
new heating & A/C,
W/D hook-up. stove.
fridge, big yard, no
pets, rent $450 plus
utilities, annual fees°
Tel 270-767-1176.

pets.759-4696,

:keg*

Wishing only the best

3BFV2BA Bnck in city.
quiet residential neighborhood. central heat
& air, lutchen stove.
W/D/hookup. big
fenced back yard.
$850. Tel
270-767-1176.

226 & Under : ..
Designer Inspired •
:
Handbags & Jewelry *
Booth 066
*New items added weekly*

'..

EDGERSTIMES

3-BEDFIOOM, 1 -bath.
In town. Re!, stove,
Dishwasher furnished,
w/d hook-up.
Cen-gas-heat/ac
Call 270-753-4000.

293-4600

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view WID.
refrigerator.
stove.
Very
quiet
utilities paid
including
electric.
$600eno plus deposit.
270-492-8211

at 753-1916 to place your Christmas
Greeting Ad today.

trash furnished. no

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056

YOUR ClIMINTINC WILL
iNCLUDI MILL COLOR?
Call Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris

2BR brick. appeances
furnished. No pets
753-0728. 994-3308.

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled. or
campus, C/H/A, W&O

NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C1-1/A
Low utilities Quiet.
What you've been
looking for. $440.
deposit.
(270)978-0913

a Merry Christmas without buying the cards,
writing the notes, licking the envelopes, and
getting the stamps.

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposd
required 753-4109

C40_0_0_0
.
07

:BAGS et

0ail

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

1 -BEDROOM Irving.
dining-kitchen. deck,
stove. ref
we/dry
Redecorated Private,
near hospital Parking.
No pets. DeposrtAease,
Se25/mo. 753-8585

$600 water. sewage s

AtIllOUES, Cali Larry
753-3633
BUYING aid U.S Coin
collections.
Paytng
Blue Book value
293-6999

lasle4Clakkara
AGNES'S
Cleaning
Service. Residential,
Business
Experienced,
refer
ences available Call
for estimate Insured &
Bonded 556-4287

2BR duplex. wiappitances & carport. no
pets Call 227-7414

3BR, 2BA duplex ir
Carnbrtriga 2, CHA,
appltances $720imo
with first and last
month
rent
References and lease
required. No pets.
731-446-6972.
731-536-5210

ave own atkomobile, goo. tidying
record and vehiclernsurance.- Six day per
week. delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitriell Ave.

Fuil-orne position with benefrts High school
graduate or GED; one eeer everarca driving
tractors Or heavy mowers. Must have valid
driver's license Smisery $7 ,52./hr
Aeplication deadline' Jan. 4. 2010
Apply online & view additional dmIallS at.
www.tnurraystatelobs.com
'Nomen/mtnonties encouraged to apcdy
An EEO, ACF/D, AA employer

2BR Duplex. CA-VA. all
appkances. nevey
remodeled
(270)753-0259

2BR, all appliances
including dw, ved
$475/rno pkis depose.
Available 12/07.
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7005.

•County Route Carrier For
. TheltiTurfay be er &Times

ICIMURRAY

6ay Merry Christmas in one easy step.
Wish all of your customers. patrons and friends

Apereitsres For Rsr.

Taking A-pplications tor

FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
Saturday Morning
Downtown Market
4th & Maple
Stubblefield Farrns
753-3187

umed out for last
,utgers, a decline
p with Cardinal
;eats in time for
Kentucky.
w days recruiting
1ff but plans to be
ked Gators when
Sugar Bowl.
like 1 owe it to

Nee earned

-MAMSDIATE-PPENItler
NEED EXTRA-GASH?

BBC) PORK SHOUL
DERS
for Christmas
Krirters
Custom
Cookin•
753-3187 or 270-853°528
etace orders by Dec.
19
for picliup Dec. 23/24

slipped off the
r coach Steve
r _going 15-21 in

°co

riCal

SPECIAL!!!
This 1,0.5
could be yours
Sor-ONLX-S115per month..
Up to 20 words
(270)753-1916

Cit
I
I State

Zip

Daytime Ph
I
"
Man tins coupon vnth payment to
Murray Ledger & Times

_

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, BY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1911

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
a

Murray

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Thu:Nitta,. [let-timber IL 2009

Murray Ledger & Times
SJATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

PUBLIC AUCTION

Haase For Sale

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Saturday, Dec. 12, 2009•10 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove Ky.
From Murray take Hwy,94 West Lynn Grove. See
auction sign. From Mayfield take Hwy.80 to Hwy.
1836 to 121 through Coldwater to Hwy 1836 South.
Auction signs posted.
Antiques- small sail boat- old treadal sewing machine- old
single door cabinet- old quilts- small camel back & flat top
trunks- old dining chairs- old dressers- hall tree- antique fold
up mker round oak table- Jenny Lind type bed- 2 - nice
large office desk- 3 or 4 book shelving- a 3 piece pinnacle
post bedroom suit- 2 cedar chests- 3-4 drawer chest- a like
new J. Ramond sofa- 2 sets of coffee & lamp tables- odd
maple lamp tables- beautiful table lamps- nice recliners- a
nice electric lift chair- colr T.V.- nice round & drop leaf table
& chairs- a small open face hutch w/2 matching chairs- a
large lot of framed pictures & prints & oil paintings- 4 large
oil paintings w/lights- Brown sectional couch- small lighted
Christmas tree- 2 nice lamp tables w/lights- electric treadmill- Black bench w/pad- pocket knives- watches & razors2 black chairs with red padding- wall mirror- corner tabletwin bed set- valet chair- 2 drawer file cabinet- electric stove
& ref.- 2 sets Washer & Dryer- boxes of hard back booksboxes of glass & china- small kitchen appliances- bed
linens- old stereo cabinet- wood TV. trays- nice low mileage
4-door 1992 Buick car- 2 wind clocks- checker board tableshadow box- micmwave c-ven w/cart- all of this and lots
more. Will be an all day auction.

OPEN HOUSES
SUNDAY DEC. 13TH
2:00PM-4:00PM
Hosted by Chaos Real Estate
813 Guthrie SI Murray
5 Bedroom 3 Bath Bnck tvorne. 2500 sq ft
Toinmy Chaos
464 Kirissey Rd
4 Bedroom 1 2 Bath 2 000 sq ft
Chns Tucker

270 705-4479

HOUSE FOR SALE

New 1.800 square foot home in great location
oft 641 North with easy access to Murray and
Benton 3 bedrooms, 2-1/2 baths. 2 car garage.
city water eicuzzi tub. appliances. paved drive.
camel 1-1,A Pnced to sell $139 500

Call (270)293-6222

No; res milble or accidents- Loth availubir

MILLER ;270)435-4144.. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
www.danmillerauctwneercom

..
'Set. Dec. 19th, At 10:00 A. PA
Mrs. Lamm Cabo» And
Ma LAte .Anceir adman. Awalkinser

V., Se r

-000So.1 Cost. 1

•

l
(AWN Stints I
liadOipine

Vattrunang
Sallaterlepe
# -0611
753-

+CO COrn
J

0 OC

HOnse 0

3 Acres . .

2 Or 3 Bedroom Vinyl Siding
illet in lititet,...9- • •L•t- mii 0%...-irt.r.t.- ,
Speckles Fatally Aeons - lisrhoweii Fees'
Central Gas Heat And Air
Ledbetter Water 8. Bawer
Carport • Outbuilding*

A Plaissant Setting
Real Estate Terms 15% Down, Balance In 30 Days!
Real Estate Salle At 12:00 NOOn!
detieues • coins -. Gans.
Coffectibirs
-• • •
.• AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS - ANTIQUE ITEMS:
Beautitui Ornate Walnut 'Bonaliza- Bed • Unique
Secretary • 4 Stack Barrister Bookcase •
Victorian Master Chair • Walnut Eastlake Style
Table • French Sofa •Two Beautiful Tiffany Style
Lamps•Ornate Marble Top Tables•Two -Round
Pedestal Table • Oval Front China Cabinet •
Dresser wasifishbone Mirror, Marble !MeV •
WitinUI Washstand, Maeoie Top • Unique Wood
High Chair • Walnut Large Beveled Mirror •
Ornate Oak Buffet W,' Mirror • 3 Pc Bedroom
Suite Of Mr. Colson's Mother • Cherry -Carpet'
ROCker • QUO% ° Grandfather CIOCk • Gun Case
• Collectible Acc,ent Pieces • Lots Of Depression
Era Glass & C...oilectibtes • Unique Cast iron •
Pattem Glass • Linens • Pnnts• Original Barber
Shop Cabinets • Historical Newspapers &
Memorabilia • Sentry Safe • Lots Of Tools And
Barnyard Oldies Yard Toots, Hand TGOIS,
Wheat Cradle, Ladders. Settee Vein:trill!• Shed.
Full, -Severe! Pocket Knives"
The Coition's Saved For Years- Mors Than Latodl
Guns • Remington 760 (30-061 Game Master •
Savage 24 Serves P 20 Ga • %Winchester 37
Single Shot • Winchester 190 Automatic 22
Short Rifle • Savage Modei 72, Hexagon Barrel,
22 Shoe Nee- Page-Lewis Arrns Model 49. 22
Long Rifle • Savage Stevens Model 94013 20 Ga
Single Shot • Remington Model 33, 22 Short or
Long Rifle Coins: Lois Of Silver Corns..From
1853.And Up...Several Nice MA To bats 1800's,
Many Nice Early i900's "Silver Dollars & Half
Doilars- • Silver Certificates •1870 Hari Dime •
Standing Liberty Sever Quarters • 2 Cent Piece
• Uncirculated Coins • Proof Sets & Much More!

Letiri,eirs

227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porcees
•Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home' Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Coned.
New homes, Aoditions,
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten ftoors, Vinyl
Decks,
Roofing. Mobile Horne
Repair
753-2353
Larry Worn°
Licensed & insured
o
(tit"! i'i ite
it FRI I oia

°NI 1 $';', (ft) % %ION]it
c-tt

--s1 lei&

s

2152 Rudd Spews Rd - Ledbetter, KY
Aiong Hwy 60 In Ledbetter At Me Ligtettiouse
Churth, Take Rudd Spool Road Soule IMO Meet
. ...
..- ..

BiectrIc

=COIN - —0 ,•111•6=-7GON
'11--- -i• tr.le fa AVAlb.Iiii i C*1:61
1111111111AY, DEC. 1ITN -10.00 A.M.

ea..........-. a...un-..
atm........
ial---- itM.I.Z/1/1
--awls
masa Jeatalla
illatealMILItUI & Ilk LIMY IAN 1Iht Ewe

Hickman, Kentaacifty
12 Miles NW Of Union CI

Seer le86

24 ease saavica
Res , cum & Ind
NEW 2.100sq.ft. 2BR
2BA, 2 car garage,
county gastwater near
Murray, hilltop acre
6144,000.
270-519-8570

araetemei-ana_etema-e'lerta.z.
jaiammerar'SGariash sits_ CatMaa
Fe.. .11.'ire:Sasa 2.5.: Ai 114.0...solni- ..?

TRAQT0/113

JD 8330 SN PO21330 - 505 110Ure
JD 8530 SN D017462 - 1120 Hours
JD 3520 *Hydro Sti H359555- 54 Hours
2- John Deers 8850's, Kenzie Rectums
CQ_ASEIThira. MEADS
Case Ill 8120 AFS SN Y9G2067345, 235
Englne Hours, 152 Separator Hours • Cass
IH 2162 40' Draper Hoed, SN YSIZN12148 •
Case IH 2206 "30" Com Head * J&M 1325
Grain Cart • Unverferth 645 Road Runner
Header Trailer
---JD 4730 Sprayer, SN X005052, 127 Hours

JP.LAIITERS
JD DB80 CCS Seed Delivery 46 Unit Planter
Case 1)-1 1200 law Planter
UKE NEW TILLAGE - SUPPORT EQUiPMENT
JD • Casa IH • Rhino • KBH • Unverferth • M&W
TRU CA.S._-TRALL.E115_:_B OC KHOL
Mack Day Cabs • Wilson - Tempts Hopper
Bottoms • Tankers • 'OS Font F-260 King
Ranch 414 Pickups, 20,000 Maw •'GS & '03
Service Trucks, 4 Door, 4x4's
Cass 580 Super L 4x4, Extencla Hoe

RENOVATED .
4I3R,
IBA home near hospital. Beautiful hardwoodible floors, sunroom. basement, appliances. new C/H/A,
2,200 sq.ft $8,000 first
time home buyer
rebate 270-781-1317

Licensed & Insured
All robs - big ot small

753-9562
270-978-5655
270-759-9295
Deer Accident, etc
Call Boggess Body
Shop
where your insurance
agents go. Since 1970
436-2E167 Lamb's
Prcfessional Tree
Service. Complete -Tee
removal, gutter
cieaning, hauling, etc.
insured. Ernereency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFF01111YABLE Hauling. Ciean
out garages, guners,
eink & tree worts.
r• ft

JAMES
--11..-- _CASH
,,,,,,i :,, iCnorrj.inZi::*.--77,1,71:.;:nrcr:„
- -'
. ,ViCi FAR!: KY- 270-623-£1466 -14
‘1liC
'- -'
— '''.--- '
- - i
1Itc• S..1.1.0.110.....1110..•

__

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BARRY JANIES
/ Til(INICS

YAMAHA Blaster, 4wheeier, runs eteed
$600 4.36-5508
293-5508

1.'

FREE
PICK UP

IH 644 Dal, 3000 Hours

=:Of •G= • ,;;' =• : •
(ESTATE AUcrioN)
Saturday, Doc. 12ds At 10:00 LAI.
Pad female'SNOW Sates
Freitellanial, Monttaarolk y
From Fredonia, Take Hwy 70 East 1.7 Mien To
Union Grove School Road, Turn Lett, Proceed
NE 1 talle...13 Mlles NW Of Princeton, KY
1145 Union Grove School Rd, Fredonia, KY
NE Of Paducah KY • NW Of • •icinaville KY
Algae:.
4/
1
4Ilfriple/digois•ni.TRACTORS-JD 48501,41'WD, i Crop On Eng *JD 4440
Cab • JD 4840, Cab • JD 4430 4 Post. Two - JD 4020 Pr
Shifts. Both veJD 158 Laaeers • JD 6030 Original Open
Station COMBINE-HEADS- JD 9600 wIRr Ast. New
Cropper. SN e638027•JO 925-25'Pletforrn w/Poly Sleds
• jD 893 Oil Beth C,orr, Hasa eFoly Snoots, Hyd Deck
Plates • Like New Unverferth HT-30 Neater Trailer •
Combine Tracks For Deere 2C Sena HAY EQUIPMENTNH 311 6 JD 348 Sq Beers • Bale Accumulators • NI
5212 Disc Bine • Nri 499 Hydra Swing 12' Haydn' •
H&S 10 Wheel Rake • NH Tedders • Very Nice JD 566
Round Baler 'Baled 1 Season'• Very Nice JO 275 Disc
Mower 9' "Used 1 Season'• NI 5409 Disc Mower, 9' SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 1x21 Impiernent Trailer • KiAbros
475 Grain Can • Gravitv Waeone • JD 10' Fn Mt Blade •
Grain Ate:
3 Yard Dirt Pan • 10' Hyd Lift 67 S
Shaver Hyd Post Driver • NI PTO 3 PT
Hog 15' Hyd Fold Cale • NH 355 Grinder Mixer • Win
Power PTO Power Unit PLANTING-TILLAGE JD 7000
16 Row Frt Fold 30- Pi/Wiese Planter • Hay BusW 1575
No Titl Dell•JD 7100 Reteless 8 Row 30' Planter• Great
Pews 30' Fn Fold Soild Stand No Till Drill • IN 490 Dtla
24'. 7 12" Spacing .BrOon 25' X Fokl Roil*. Beltioe 12'
Rolter •Tye 6 Sher* Pared •JO 12 Tne 3 Pt Chisel Plow
• Two- 1000 Gal PoN Nurse Twig On 2 Axle Bumper
Hach Trailers One *Send Unit & Pump • KBH 8 Row
elyd Fold Nitro App • 3 PT Hyd Fold 11 Tins App
UCKS-TRAILERS-'DO Chew 4x4 1 Tce Fiat Bed Auto
*99 Chevy Pickup•'89 Int S-2500 Day Ceb Road Tractor
•'78 Chevy Bob Truck w(Gr Bed & Hoist • '78 Chevy
Chevy Bob Truck •'83 City 28' Alum Frame Dump Trailer
•'92 East 32'Alum Frame Dump Traitor •'67 Fruehauf 40'
Fat Trailer • 24' Neck Over 2 Axle Flat Trailer • 20" Neck
Over 2 Axle Stodi Troller 8000 & 2000 Gal Steer Fuel
Tanks • Honda 300 4xA ATV • Weer Mahe 180 Wire
Weider "Same As New'• Powder Pryer Squeeze Chute •
Cattle Panels • Two - 2000 Bushel Grain Bins •••••••
Pallets Of Tool Shed Miscellaneous • Nice Shop Items
For InformatiOn On The Equipment Contact
Mr. RushIng's Nephew Randell Lanham

Cell 270-704-0161, Or Home 270-965-4148
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale..Bank Letters A Suet!
*mu... w...imervinarafreaimalli-csaaves

Case II 11180 Arial Wm Ostalkaral IN AM
111211 Rall Treater MIRA 103 Cas Need
Very Moe Le Weep'Orate trucks
Maga EquIparant
PiwortMe

Early Consigned Tractors
Ford 710 litFIVO. 3400 Hoses, *Moods 215 Lamle(
Buhler Versatile 2210 Genies 5 &WWI) 1170 Hours
This Will Re An Ceara RALE
Far Farm Riau/vinery Conedgroosiente
If Tee Have allaoldoiery To Sell.
Cornolign To Tide hoe Aratleiell
Can 270.623,0406 Par Dortalall

JAIVIES R. CASH
I'
I

•

C

FAAI,I KV- 274-623-B46Tc, C
ii,.•
•

G 1NG—

G=GONE

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
f mane('
„ye
.!;ei 'et 1461
2002 Honda Civic,
app - 100,000 miles.
4-door automatic
w/CD. tilt, cruise. factory silver paint, electric windows and mir
rors. Great gas
mileage. Excellent
condition. -owner
293-3215.
01 Taurus, 82k.
$2.900. 293 7675

'Hi .'-4 i i 6,Ater v WV!. - n.........

H ‘i
\I‘\14..I. \II \ I
• weekly & %petrel pickups
.locally owiscdroperated
759-1181 • 293-2/11113

293-2764
I Litoillim
NIA11,1.•
.1101 St. lat 11211s.
753-8087

253 ACRES-L-1-:
-sows*
e
New R
163 ACRES ARE IN THE WRP PROGRAM
OUTSTANDING HUNTING • DUCK
WATERFOWL - DEER - TUa
le1
4
TREE ESTASUSHMENT SHALLOW NATO NEM
F000 PLOTS - NATIVE GRASSSS
Palle WcIrmares SW Edge. Take Hwy 94 VANN 5
!Mai To Hwy 311, Turn Leh And Proceed SOWN
ierz
rufte. County, KY
7.5 Was Southwest Of Hickman Kentucky
6,51 Acree in Hickman On 1099 By Pass
Morrow Firm SCtx 100 Shop Meadquartes
80,000 Bushel Greln Storage
PLUS. THE FiNEST JOHN IMRE & CASE IH
LOW HOUR BOUIPSENT TO BE FOUND
utrorvw._ sertseercesh.00m

JANNES

F-150 Ford XLT trot*
good condition. priced
to sell 270.291-7252

CIT LE

2001 Chevy S-10
extended cab pick-up
105k miles Very good
condition $2,500
759-2404

Leaf
Vacuum
Sairvice

1987 Dodge Dakota
6cyt automatic, new
good
tires,
rune
Perfect work truck
Clean title Sell Of
trade $900 obo
270-978-9034

CASH

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARtil. KY- 270-623-8466
/Hi
t,f4(
-I f

197; Dodge class C
motor home
runs
grate 270-978-3022

Fro.- 11.111,11 curies Ma Illantiallart I t

JAMES R.- CASH.
Flik'Y FARM. KY- 270-623-8466 '2,C

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
TrimmIng,
removal,
slump grIndrng, firewood. Insured
489-2839

(ESTATE AUCTION)
Thursday. Dee 17th - 10MR AIIII
floe Leta Wayne Marrow liatate
Hatiblitassoars Koewat&sofa

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
raosx, 3 rfionthadelivery 753-1918

Klee Dish- FREE
Installation- SI
mo. HBO & Showtime
FREE• Over 50 HD
Cha .rerels FREE
Lowest Pries.- No
equipment to buyl Call
ROW ter KAI details 877-238-8Al2
HELP WANTED
*ABLE TO Travel.
Hiring eight people, nc
experience necessary.
trenapnrtatinn /4 irunrog furelsee4, expene.e
paid training. Work)
Trevor entire US. Sten
immediately, yway.protekchwrecal.com Call
1-410-800-3514
Wart-Time, Horne
Based Internet
Business Earn $500$1000/ month or more.
Flexible hours. Training
provided. No selling
required. FREE details

WWW.k348.corn
•Wanteci: Life Agents.
Eam $500 a day,
Great Agent Benefits
Commissions Paid
Daily, Liberai
Underwriting. LeeCie

INSTRUCTIONAL
*AIRLINES ARE HIRING- Train tor high
paying Avabon
Maintenance Career
FAA apProlmo Program. Financial aid if
qualified- Housing
avaitable. CALL
Awation institute oi
Maintenance (888)3495387
*ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLiNE from Home
'Modica), 'Business.
'Paralegal,
'Accounting, *Cnminal
Justice Job placement
assistance Commuter
available. Ftnancial Ard
quadied Call 866460-9785
wvny.Centrue0n1ine CO
•FREE HF.AVY ECKAPMF NT OPERATOR
TRAINING Must be
LAID OFF, CcelectIng
Unemployment or
exhausted tenets.
Funding Thru STATE
MA Program. AMEfliCAN HEAVY EQUIPNiENT TRAINING 886
280-5836
FilENCAL HELP
WANTED
•Ky Health Training.
Certified Clinical
Medical Assistant, EKG
Teohnician, Mune Aide
Training, eniteactorny
training. Leximon &
Georgetown Day
Night. Weekend causes. 859-963-2901. 888274-2018
www.nurserecietrainingceeteccorn
SPORTIKVSF'ORT-

INC 00008
*STAY AND PLAY at
oee of Kentucky's top
goe courses, Cherry
Blossom, Georgetown
Call 502-570-048i
about Stay and Play
including furnished
lor four
townhorne,
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•BIH Trucking
Company. Dever

NM, tO,

a„*Jrn.tertiii .
T. T. I

AUCTIONEER & REM,ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KY- 27Q-623-8466
Cali Par Itrassiburo ,

Sat. Jan 2nd At 10:00 A.M.
&MI& Ana PIK
baaamooll, 11Knoorett isecalh
1114A1CIIIIVER V 1,14711fl.
r;s7
Tractors - Case IH 7220, 1332 Hours

el:USN Network.
$19.99/mo, Why Pay
More For TV? 100+
Channels. FREE 4Room Install. FREE
HD-DVR. Pius S600
Sign•up BONUS. Call
Now! 1446-240-3844

e,•

JAMES
R. CASH
t...:
-

[(ADVANCE NOTICO

FOR SALE

Trainees Needed. No
COL. NO PROBLEM'
Eam up to $900, weee
Compary endorsed
CDL Training Job

y
Publis
Murray ft
stnng Ch
tree in f
Municipal
tograph
rapher Be

VInariC1111/

asestence see-iao5539

•DrIver- Flatbed
DOWN'S- We Have the

Valene
Volunteer
officeS a
County N
of Transit
ray, spoke
Murray K

Freight to make you
SU Must have TW1C
Card or Apply within 30
days Class-A CDL
Western Express 886.
801-5295
*Drivers CDL-A Flatbe$1
Up to 40 CPM Home
Time Benefits orR
Experience Required
No felonies Top same!
$69.000 Carnar since
1928'900-441-4271
*KY- 00

Binhs
boy to Mit
and a bo
da Bynu

Twent
Publish
at the o..
Calloway
zens held •
ty Public
gan is di

*Drivers- IMMEDIATE
NEED' Regional &
OTR positions Wadable NOW' CDL-A
Tanker REO'D
Outstanding pay &
Benefits' Call a
recruiter TODAY! 877464-3061 ywn.r.oakleytransportcorn

citizens.
by Staff
Cooper.
Army '
Townsend
with the .1
ment in :
unit suppl
Military •
onne.
Murray
won 64-46
ty Marsh

*Flatbed Company &
..2)/OPe needeo. Mus1
have 2 years Steei Coil
Exp. 0/0Ps must have
ovm trailer & equipment. Excellent pay &
Benefits Low
Deadhead Miles Call
8am-4prn 800- ' '
525-3383 ext. 8 or
apply online at

game, Hi•A
Cheany
for Marsh
Thirty
Mr. an.
will visit
at the Mu
ty Park ot

W1WJ.0express.com

•FREE CDL CLASS-A
TRAINING. Must be
OFT. Celesciiiie
Unemployment or
exhausted benefits
Funding thru STATE
WIA Program. Must
meet hinng requirements of Major
Trucking Companies. '
Financing options/
tuition reimbursement
also available. TRUCK
AMERICA TRAINING
886-244-364.4

6

Curbsode or complete
clear, .s'

753-5726
ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION, repair
& maintenance on
doore & operators
Residential & commercial Locally owned &
operate() 293-2357,
435-4049

Pool Table Guy,
20 Years Experience
Pooi Teams Bou0 Sold
Seneced and Wad
731-819-485

Simmon's Handymar
Carpentry Service
Over 25 years. Call
Oon, Murray area.
519-8570.
eturyys,

& Jeers
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Dec. 11, 2009:
This year, don't lose sight of your long-term goals, especially if yoit
are making a decision. What you might think is impossible could,
happen whrm you least anticipate it. Network and expand your
immediate circle of friends this year. Much that happens -- especiab.
ly concerning romance, children and creative interests -- could bi

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service
Free estimates Phone
436 2562, 227-0267

p.m.
Hazel

its dedica
new sanct
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Mr. ani
be marrie

•PTL OTR Drivers,
New Pay Package'
Great Mlles! Up to
48cpm. 12 montes
expenerece required.
No telony or DUI past 5
years. 877-740-6262.
www.ptlenc corn
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out of your control. Visualize more of what you desire. Letting others know what you want is the first step in making it a reality. If you
are single, you can have what you want. Be aware of those desires.
If you are attached. The two of you open up to better communication. Work together for something you want, and you will make it a
reality. LIBRA proves to be your friend again and again.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll 1Flavet 5-Dynamic; 4-

A
•
.

Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Be more imaginative when dealing with key' associatee.
Understand what is happening behind the scenes. Your visibility and
ability tO work wtth others pay off. Much goes or around you TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Deter to others, as they will want everything their way.:
Consider this a break from your demands. With any luck, you could!save work early. if you want. Take advantage of the situation and
perhaps clean up your desk. GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You easily find answers when others run around in circles
,
:
Understand what is haxering
imMediate circle. Your ere
gy, ideas and magnetism appear to be well received Start thinking
about the weekend, and make plans ASAP. CANCER (June 21-July
22)
*** If you can work from home, please do. You might have pushed
too hard to yet your way and now have to deal with someone s
strong reaction. Know and understand your limits and others' t>ound.
anes, LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Keep conversations moving, even If you don't feel comfort-.
able with them. Don't take a stand; rather, do a better Job of listening
to what someone ls sharing. V1R00(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Be aware of how much you are spending and where yosir
budget might
expicxiing. Admire someone and be clear as t5
which way you want to go. Let more humor into your life
Understanding evolves to a new ievel. UBRA (Sept. 23-0et. 22)
**** You might want 10 try another approach or do something
very dIfferentfy Your personality melts barriers and helps open up
other people. Expehence less pressure end be more in touch MI!
your long-term desires. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Take your time making a decision. Not everyone is in syn.: witfl
your ideas. Listen to feedback from someone you trust. Your ability
to read between the lines but say little counts. SAGITTARIUS (NoV.
22-D•c. 21)***** Kri4e0 the bit] Deur* in mind Vni clifICnvcir hnw
important follow-through really is. Don't push limits, and understand
when enough is enough. Conversations release unusual creativity..
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jen. 19)
**** Your take-charge attitude draws results. You feel good wherever you are. Follow through or at least present an idea to othert
.
3
VVhat seemed impossible Just might not be A rr,eeting could devek
op into a very happy event. AOUARIUS (Jen. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Keep reaching out for someone you care about Yale
sense of humor emerges when looking at possibilities for a getaway:
Know that not everyone gets the same laugh out of a ironic situation.,

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Deal directly with a partner or different situations You are
likely to pull a matter apart and continue to pull it apart over and over:
Kick back and take in the big picture. You couid have quite a revela-.
bon

BORN TODAY
DRYWALL repair &
painting. Free estimates. 270-873-9916

Ten

11..f I

&Arts
www.jameercesh.com

•One oroer. One
check, One smart
move' Sayre time end
money by making one
call to place a 25-worcl
ciassifieo le 70
Kentucky newspapers
for only $250. FCr
more information. COntact the classified
department ot this
newSpaper or call KPS
-502-223-8821

Leads Leads! LIFE
iteSURANCE.
LICENSE REOUIRED
Call 1-888-713-6020

1.30t '.1

Like New Precision Ag Equipment
"Ag Leader, Trimble, Trtl Count"
Cantata Woman( Day Of Sale • Bank Laded Rewired'
Pfaff ramp Law New Nawirt A Avow

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE)}
For Picture* And Details Vleft

•DivORCE rem or
without Children $95
Wee FREE name
change oocuments
and marital sentemeet
agreement Fast and
easy Call us 24 hrs./ 7
days 1-888-789-0198.
%wow CourtDivorceServ

Movie producer Carlos Pontl (1912), Sen John Kern, (1943), singeg
Brenda Lerenl 944)
Jacqueline Blgar la on the Internet et www.locquellnebigarcorn,
(c) 2009 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Molds,Back
Ten years ago
Published is a picture of
Murray tirefighten helping to
stnng Christmas lights on
tree in front of the Murray
Municipal Utilities. The photograph was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Vaiene Conner, AmenCorps
Volunteer and presently with
offices at Murray-Calloway
County Need Line as director
of Transition House for Murray, spoke at d meeting of the
Murray Kiwanis Club.
Binhs reponed include d
boy to Mitchell and Julie Knight
and a boy to Scott and Brenda Bynum, Nov. 29.
Twenty years ago
Published is d picture taken
at the open house of Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens held at the Calloway County Public Library. Verona Grogan is director of the senior
citizens. The photograph was
by Staff Photographer Mark
Cooper.
Army Specialist Michael A.
Townsend has been decorated
with the Joint Services Achievement in Bayonne, N.J. He is
unit supply specialist with the
Military Ocean Terminal Bayonne.
Murray High School Tigers
won 64-46 over Marshall County Marshals in a basketball
game. High team scorers were
Cheany for Tigers and Beth
for Marshals..
Thirty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus
a
.isit with the youngsters
at the Murray-Calloway County Park on Dec. 13 from 5 to
6 p.m.
Hazel Baptist Church held
its dedication service for the
new sanctuary and classroom
addition on Dec. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Orr will
be married for 50 years Dec.

27
Murray State University Racers lost 28-9 to Lehigh in the
semi-final game of the NCAA
Division I -AA Playoff.
Forty years ago
Published is d picture of
officers of Calloway County
4-H Teen Club who are Lyn
Dunn. president; Jayne Scott,
vice president; Dorothy Jarrett,
secretary, Mike Burchcit, tteasUrn'.

Dr. Benjamin M. Spock.
retired author and pediatncian.
will present a lecture on Dec.
15 at Murray State University. Sponsor of the event will
be the MSU Student Government.
Births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Sammy
Knight, Dec. 3, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Dunn, Dec.
4.
Fifty years ago
Federal assistance is now
ready for work to begin on
the East Fork of Clark's River
is reported in a column by
Yandall Wrather of Soil Conservation Service.
Dr. Charles Tuttle was the
guest speaker at a meeting of
the Alpha Depanment of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Murray High School Tigers
lost 53-56 to Hopkinsville team
in a basketball game.
Sixty years ago
"Meet Me in St. Louis" is
the musical to be presented by
the Dramatics Club al Murray
High School.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 of the Order of the Eastern Star will have its annual
Christmas party on Dec. 13 at
the Masonic Hall on the north
side of Murray Court Square.
R.ev. Henry Franklin Paschall
is serving as pastor of Hazel
Baptist Church.

Today In Illstory
By The Associated Press
an end to the Russo-Japanese War
Today is Thursday. Dec. 10,
In 1931. Jane Addarns became
the 344th day of 2009. There are the first Amencan woman to be
2i days left in the year.
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
Today's Highlight in History: (the co-rectpacnt was Nicholas
On Dec. 10, 1884, Mark Twain's Murray Butler).
novel "Adventures of HuckleberIn 1948. the U.N. General
ry Finn" was first published. in Assembly adopted its Universal
Canada as well as England (the Declaration on HUM1111 Rights.
book was not released in the UnitIn 1950. Ralph 1 Bunche was
ed States until February
.4ustfisarid.,the Nobel Peace Prise,
On this date:
the ffrst biacktiAsnarican to menet
In 1520, Martin Luther pub- the award
licly burned the papal edict
In 1964. the Rev Manin Luther
demanding that he ret-ant. or face King Jr. received the Nobel Peace
exconununication
Pnte
:; In 1817. Mississippi WaS admitIn 1967. singer Chis Redding.
(bd
the 20th state.
26, and six others were killed
In 1869, women y.ere granted when their plane crashed into Wisthe nght to vote in the Wyoming consin's Lake Monona.
lErritory.
In 1984, South Afncan BtshIn 1906, President Theodore op Desmond Tutu received the
Roosevelt became the first Amer- Nobel Peace Prue.
ican to be awarded the Nobel
Ten years ago After three years
Peace Prize. for helping mediate under suspicion as a spy for China,
T-1 AEA
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DEAR ABBY: Your advice of AO years. alloy. me to proto •Smart Sv.enth-Grader' (Sept
vide another response to 'Smart
26) was supportive, but did not Seventh-Grader • It's entirely posaddress the heart of her prob- stble that the student who accused
lem Many years ago I was that her of being a *knoy..-it-all'
little girl No onc had explained one who would like to answer
to rat there is a difference
Does she raise her hand to
between knossing the answer tu answer every question the teacher
the teacher's asks? Some kids ire intimidatquestions and ed by it, so she should limit
knowing how herself so others also have a
chance to answer. They need a
to THINK
Her teach- chance to shine. too
When kids stop raising their
and
erS
friends hands because one person always
already know does. it's hard tor ihr teacher
she knows all to ignore the one kid But teachthe answers. ers want others to learn. too
She has noth- The ability to listen to others
ing to prove. and share opportunnies tor learnso
you ing will make her a better perBy Abigail
should have son. -- SOUTH CAROLINA
Van Buren
told her to set 'TEACHER
herself an tntellectual goal of
DEAR ABBY: I am an adult
asking questions in class that now, but I was once that child
spark the imaginations of Grades came easity to me, and
other students and deepen the sometimes other kids made tun
discussion
of me for being so smart. I purWhen she oat do that. she posely missed answers on tests
can sit quietly and lct the teacher at times to avoid getting a perinteract with others who don't fect score and being teased I
already knoa all the material. wanted to fit in. I le.uned early
If she does, tier teachers will that intelligence was not somebless her today. and she will thing to be prized.
bless you for the rest of her
When I was older and began
life.
dating. I rememlier my mom
No one likes to be around a telling me boys didn't like girls
know-it-all, and the sooner she who were smarter or who beat
learns that lesson the happier them at sports or games. So I
she'll be -- BARBARA, A
began hiding the gifts and talLIBRARIAN IN NEW' YORK
ents God had blessed me with
DEAR BARBARA: While I I married young to a man who
hate to see any child hide his was intimidated by my intellior her light under a barrel. you gence, so I hid it away piece
are right about the importance by piece until even I began to
of children deseloping social and doubt my capabilities.
coping skills. I received a blitz
Then one day something hapof e-mail from teachers and par- pened that changed everything.
ents who echoed your senti- I WaS granted another gift -- a
ments Read on:
daughter who Vi aS blessed with
DEAR ABBY: As a teacher a beautifully intelligent mind and
reminded me of myself as a
child. I sass her watch my every
step and try to be like me. It
computer scientist Wen Ho Lee
wa.s then that 1 realized I had
was arrested and charged with
to own and embrace my intelremoving secrets from secure tomligence or she would hide hers
paten at the Los Alamos weapons
and allow others to steal it away
lab.(Lee was later freed after pleadpiece by piece.
tng guilty to one count of downAbby, it was life-changing.
loading restncted data to tape. 58
other counts were dropped More
It has caused difficulties in my
than two
people marched
marriage because I suddenly
in Cu4sztie
iand the return of... changed the rules of the game,
ld
;
r
-Death claimed'' 'and 1
MW
1,)nger Au* myself
Chemin President Frani° Tudjto be less so that someone else
man at 77. rock singer-musician
can be more -- but that change
Rick Danko at 56. actress Shirk)
needed to happen.
Hemphill at 52.
May I share with -Smart ScvFive years ago President
enth-Grader• some of what I
George W Bush picked Sanntel
have shared with my daughter'?
Bodman to ta• the new energy
secretary. Bernard Kenk withdrea
NEVER hide your God-given
his name from consideration to
talents to make someone else
be President Bush's homeland set:ufeel better When people tease you
rity secretary. An Italian court
about being sman. they're showcleared Premier Stivio Berlusconi
ing their own insecurity. Don't
of corruption charges in his longatraid to answer questions,
running tnal.
but don't "show off." Life is a
balance. Embrace your tntelligence and view it as the gift it
is. If you let it shine, it will
take you far. -- OLDER AND
WISER IN INDIANA

Dear Abby

•••

eel good whet"idea to otters,
ig could dove*
O. 18)
43 about Your
for a getaway.
tonic situation

stions You are
over and over,
quite a revela-

(1943), singki
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DEAR DR. GOTT: A fnend
of num has been diag-sosed with
. 71 years
polycythernia VC11.
old and in good health Fifteen
years ago, she had deep vein thrombosis and took warfarin for three
months Shc now takes aui 81 -mg
aspirin every day, and she took
quinine until
was
removed from
the market.
What is
polycythemta
vete? What
she
CIO
expect to happen to her
health'?
DEAR
READER:
This is a cbsBy
in
order
Dr. Peter Gott which there ic
overproan
duction of red blood cells in the
blood and bone MAITUNI Thc result
is. thicker blood that can't flow
as freely as it should through
small blood vessels The IIVC1 and
spleen can also produce excess
blood cells, resulting in bleeding
problems. possible clot forrnation
and an enlarged spleen and liver.
A person may not expeciem:e
any symptoms for years and may
be unaware of the condition unless
routine laboratory testing is performed Weakness, fatigue, night
sweats, headache and shortness of
breath may be present There may
be bleeding from the gums and
more profuse bleeding from small
cuts than that expenenced previously Vision may- be affected,
resulting in flashes of light or
bhrid spotx. A
el.:: rex.y
form. A sense of fullness of the
abdomen may be apparent. The
sdditional red blood cells also
have a connection with kidney
stones. gout and stomach ulcers.
Diagnosis can generally be

Dr. Gott

Cootract Bridge
Points, Shmoints
Sotoh dealer
Nother srde sulnerable.
NORTH
•g 4
•

11AKO.19 3
•IS 1 6 2
WENT
EAST
•Q93 2
•K .1 7 6
•K 6 5 4 2
•AQ.1 107
•8 6
•5 2
•Iti 7
401 4
SOUTH
•A 10 5
98
•I 7 4
41AQ9 5 3
The bidding.
West
South
North East
MINS
Pass
1•
I•
2 4.
4•
PILS,S
1•
4N
PASS
Pass
f;
Pass
()Noma lead
lour of heiuis.

T'SKies

P40, I CAN'T ALWAYS
NELP YOU WITH
YOUR HOMEWORK

I'VE TOLD YOU THAT TIME
AND A6AiN,OVER ANDOVER
AND A6AIN AND A6AIN

Consider ibis deal when: North
opened the bidding third-hand
daamond, last men:a:led with
one heart, South bid two cloth. and
West hid two hearts. Since North was
looking at only 14 high-card !unfits
and his punnet had passed iniiiall).
slam might
tIf the question
But North placed a high setae OD
his singleton heart. and this, try.conoinctitin 101 hIS
di:MI.41(1S
sUppOrl for clubs, induced
him to try ler a slam despite his
shonage of high cards Accordingly.
he jumped to lour hearts a "Tint
ler- bid indicating goimi club supnen
.ind a singleton tor
South realized dun although his
fink j,
10 points were
hos allowed tor his two-club hid. his
A-Q-A were atdden card. that might
produce a slant opposite North's
singleitm-shoss Mg hal So he cache
his act: of spades le show first-niunj
control of that ,,,tnt
North needed IN, harther ent;ooraktonent. Ile cins:ked lot aces s
Illuekisood and carried on to sus
clubs alter South showed two . • '
Twelve tricks prtned to by Ito dosttn alter I
Iht: 011•411W

V.A.. a side has 11 or more highcard points. it should nearly always
reach a slam liut the 4..1 IS that the
great majority of slants are made
with lesser than 14 points in high
cants, mainly duc to distnbutional
factor., and it us this rather large fam- he.ln lead
no041
ily tit hands that challenges the hidi S011th had 0111> 24 Incli.card pinius
•
between them.
ding skill of a partnership
tornomisv:
quw.
I:2004 long I rsiknr. Ss flan... Ink

1
4
7
11

Jerk
Say more
Floating flower
Sasquatch
cousin
12 Apiece
13 Omani title
14 She.
In Cherbourg
15 ''The Facts of
Lite" star
16 Recedes
17 Alpaca kin
19 Blue Grotto isle
21 — Angeles
22 Troll's kin
24 Harbor
27 Water pipe
28 First name in
norror
29 Sponge up
32 Humidity probiem
34 Lather
35 Helpful op
36 Just a little
37 T ophy

39 Jeans go-wrth
42 Eggs purchase
44 Street sign
46 Timid
48 Hearth residue
50 Minor setback
51 Flat land formation
52 Geese
formation
53 Ration out
54 Cosmetics
brand
55 Dartboard wood
56 Sault — Mane

Answer to Prev iOu e Puzzle
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1 String quartet
member
2 Globe substitute
3 Carpe
4 Showery mo
5 Church official
6 Aspiration
7 Look of lascivious interest
8 Drank

1 2-10020o9 United Feature Syndicate Inc
9 Ad — (wing it)
10 Birthday no
11 Raise one s
votCG
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matte through laboratory testing:
polycythenua sera is prc.).'.
ent. the lesel of protein that car:
ries oxygen in red bliscx1 cells
and the percentage of red blooJI
cells in the Mood will Ise
mally high Ihe number el white
blood cells and platelets may 'disc)
When questions
be elevated
regarding diagnosis are present
test utilizing rodukictis in; may hi:
performed Further testing of
specific hormone that sumulates
pf
fed h!III‘Xi
bone ITIWTOW
cells [nay be measured And A
sample of bone marrow may h.:
taken for further confinuation.
I reatment vi ill not cure poly cythemia yera, Nit it ss ill control
syntoorns and decrease the likelihosx1 of complications. One
method used is the removal of
blood from the hody in a' manner similar to blood tl./1114111/11 On()
pint ol blood is withdrawn
other day until the ley els are rior.
mal Because this orrice.): cati
increase the nuniber of platelets
and doesn't have the capability
of reducing thi: site of. the
or spleen, drugs to suppress die
production of red blood eelf;
platelets may he necessary
With treatment, people Lye an
1,4
average cf. 15 to 2(1
lowing diagnosis. The outlook is
not favorable if treatment „
refused. Your friend shoulf _he
heinatotopisi,
under the Can` (il
whii can provide the best pinsi
Isle care Even though she• had
deep venous thronibosis in the
past. was placed on an annenag
ulant, and hasn't had a recurrence, her physician or speelidist
should be informed. Ile 04 Ate
monitur
.situa•
non more carefully to do .4y,es-y thing possible so another clot
doesn't form now that she ha,
been diagnosed with polveythemia
Vera.

Crosswords

inIllff

)IS syn: with
Jet Your &At/
"TARIUS (NoV.
rtiarnviar hma
Ind understand
war creativity.:

Elderly woman faces
polycythemia vera

Girl is encouraged to be smart
without becoming a show-off

ACROSS

tey associatel.
)ur visibility and
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Thursday, December 10, 2009• 51)

56

20 Gym class
23 Ballpoint point
25 Pub order
26 Deviate.
as a rocket
27 Family
mernber
28 Diner order
29 Near the stern
30 Jungle crusher
31 Most melancholy
32 First space lab
33 --- 500
35 Grimm
youngster
37 Desert st
38 Make cloth
39 Doctrine
40 Bring cheer
41 Move little by
little
43 Hunky-dory
45 Belief systernS
46 XXI times C
4 7 Help-vvanted
abbr.
49 Skirt border

68 • Thursday, December 10, 20040
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Give a gift that
lasts all year
long....
Photo provIdeo
Pictured are members of the Calloway County High School
speech team at a recent competition in Manon

A subscription to the
Murray Ledger & Times.

CCHS Speech Teams wins 1st place

ONE WEEK ONLY!

to the Ledger
0,,dy County High
SIVICIA110,
School Speech Team won first
place at the Crittenden County
High
School
Speech
Tournament over the weekend
in Manon. Calloway took first
with 151 sweepstakes points.
Tilghman came in second with
141, followed by Graves County
with 136 and Daviess County
with 40.
Students were recognized for
achievements in the following
categories-Broadcasting:
Austin Ramsey - 1st, Ciera

Gobert - 3rd, and Lidia Vazquez
- 6th; Dramatic Interpretation:
Karson Crass - 2nd and Austin
Ramsey - 3rd; Extemporaneous
Speaking: Nick'Betts - 3rd and
Morgan
Wi,iiams - 5th;
Humorous
Interpretation:
Kennedy Garrison - 4th and
Sitnon
Mikulcik
5th:
Improvisational Duo: Kennedy
Garrison arid Sullivan tvIcCallon
- 1st; Impromptu Speaking:
Austin Ramsey - 1st; Ongina!
Oratory: Robbie Stephenson 2nd; Poetry: Heather Miller -

1st, Anna Brahsear - 2nd and
Dakota Parrish - 4th; Prose:
Karson Crass - 6th and Victoria
Jackson; and Storytelling:
Karson Crass - 2nd and
Kennedy Garrison - 5th.
The CCHS Speech Team will
next travel to Westem Kentucky
University this weekend for the
Senior Hil!topper Classic. The
Calloway County High School
Speech Team is coached by
Michael Robinson. Assistant
Coaches are Amy Melvin and
Sarah Strum.

Come by our office on Dec. 14 through 18
and receive a savings of WA
for a one year subscription or
$6.00 for a 6 month subscription.

1 Year - $95.00 6 Months - $49.00
Name

Phone

Address

City

State

lip

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
*Local carrier delivery only. Only one per household.

LeliLER&TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.
753-1916
www.murrayledger.com
Photo provided
CONe!FRT REHEARSAL: Pictorecl are North Calloway tittn-grade
students rehearsing for
their Christmas Concert which was held Tuesday niaht at Lovett Auditoriu
m. Accompanying
thern was Angela Bowfin, piano; Dr. Sue-Jean Park.
Daye Choi, violin; and Sarah Lee,

How To Be A Q_ciocicazen:
TREAT OTHERS WITH RESPECT AND DIGNITY.
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY • 7 5

-8322
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(BEST CHOICE

Boneless
Pork Chop
Sandwich

CAKE Dr"'
MIXES

SEST CHOICE

CORN,PEAS,OR
GREEN BEANS
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CREAM CHEESE
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Fri. & Sat. Only

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

Sorry
No
Hamburgers

$17e..
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ISEST
CHOICE
SELECTED VARIETIES

CRANBERRY I
JUICE

Fri. & SoL Only
014ELESS,
4
SKINLESS
FAMILY PACK

/OSCAR MAYER

CHICKEN BREAST
41110 4
4
*

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
2 for $3.00
Fri. & Sat. Only

Hot
Lean &
Meaty

/GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

Fri. & Sat. Only
(RUSSET

POTATOES

RIBS

$12

Fri. & Sat. Only
(IN OUR DELI
KNOTTS MUSTARD

POTATO SALAD OR
KNOTTS COLE SLAW

Slab

10 A.M. — WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

Fri. & Sot. Only

Fri. & Sat. Only

Many, Many More GREAT SPECTAT„44.
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